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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Answers are occasionally omitted or reference is made to earlier Supplements in which questions of substantially the same form, together with 
the answers, have been published. Some answers contain more detail than would be expected from candidates under examination conditions.

LINE PLANT PRACTICE B, 1971 (continued)

Q. 5. Describe with sketches a method of terminating
(a) a 2 ■6'9• 5 mm (0-375 in) coaxialpair,
(b) a cable containing four 1 - 2/4 -4 mm (0-174 in) coaotial pairs.

A. 5. (a) In order to maintain pressuriizaion of coaxial cables of 
the 2 ■ 6/9 -5 mm (0 ■ 375 inHype, a sealing enn is fitted at the terminating 
point. Its consiruccion consists of an inner ceramic body to which 
metal bushes are secured. The end accommodating the coaxial plug is 
soldered to one of these bushes with a high-melting-point solder which 
should not be adversely affected by soldering operations during the 
fitting of the leafing end.

The method of termination of a 2-6/9-5 mm coaxial pair (see 
sketch (a)) having polythene protection over lead sheaUhng may be 
summarized into the following operations.
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(«)

(i) Remove the polythene protection and lead sheathing.
(ii) Secure the paper tape with a cotton tie near the lead sheath 

and remove the paper up to this tie to expose the steel tapes. 
(Hi) Cut the steel tapes.
(iv) Bind the exposed outer conductor with two turns of soft 

copper wire and remove surplus outer and inner conductors.
(v) Remove the wire tie and clean the outer conductor and exposed 

steel tapes with fine glass paper. Place the prepared collar over 
the outer conductor until the end traps the steel tapes and 
solder in place, feeding solder through the holes in the collar. 
Wipe off surplus solder with a clean dry rag.

(vi) Remove the surplus length of outer conductor and cut the inner 
conductor to the required length.

(vli) Replace the polythene disks by disks having a higher melting 
point to prevent their dessruccton during subsequent soldering 
operations.

(v«7) Clean and tin the inner conductor. To prevent solder from 
passing along into the collar, the end disk should be protected 
with insulating paper and a cotton tie placed on the inner 
conductor.

(ix) Place the outer gland of the seahng end over the prepared 
cable, belled-end first, and pass the ferrule over the collar 
clear of the jointing area of the inner conductor.

(x) Fit the jointing collar on to the inner conductor, solder it in 
position and remove any surplus solder.

(xi) Slide the ferrule into place to bridge the gap between the outer 
conductor of the cable and the sleeve on the ceramic core. 
Solder into portion.

(xii) Wrap four turns of clean, dry, insulating paper around the 
gap between the end of the cable sheath and the ferrule and 
tie in position.

(xiii) Place the outer gland in position and solder the end remote 
from the cable to the rim of the bush. Plug the gap between 
the beHmouth of the outer gland and the cable, with lamp 
cotton and seal it by plumbing with solder, using a Taft wipe. 
In order to retain air pressure within the cable, both of these 
joints must be completely airtight.

When the cable shea ah is polythene a coaxial pluu is connected, by 
soldering, to the mner and outer conductors. Approximately 165 mm 
(65 in) of the cable sheath up to the stripped portion is taped with a 
50 per cent overlap, first with a self-amalgamating tape and then with 
an adhesive plastic tape. A cable gland is then fitted over the sheath, 
building up the diameter of the cable, if necessary, with adhesive 
rubber tape. A short length of rubber hose is then secured with a hose 
clip around the cable gland and the joint encapsulated with an epoxy 
resin (see sketches (b) and (a)). When the resin has cured the rubber 
hose is removed and an identification label positioned on top of the 
encapsuuated joint.

(b) The termination of a cable containing four 1-2/4-4 mm (0-174 in) 
coaxial pairs is basically the same as for the 2-06/9- 5 mm coaxial pair 
described, except that there are four sealing ends and interstice pairs 
to be deah with. The method of termination of this cable having 
protection and lead sheathing is as follows.

(() Remove the polythene protection and lead sheathing.
(ii) Secure the paper tape with the cotton tie near the lead sheath 

and remove the paper up to this tie to expose the steel tapes.
(i'i) Cut the steel tapes.
(rv) Lay back the interstice pairs.
(v) Cut the coaxial pairs to the required length.

(vi) Place a cotton tie round the numbered paper tape of a coaxial 
pair and remove the paper tape to this tie.

(vii) Cut the steel tapes to length and secure temporarily.
(viii) Cut to length, clean and tin the exposed inner and outer 

conductors.
(ix) Slide the outer-conductor ferrule over the outer conductor.
(x) Solder the inner conductor to the centre pin of the sealing 

end.
(xi) Positon the ferrule correctly and solder it to the outer 

conductor at one end and to the shell of the sealing end at 
the other.

(xii) Secure the numbered paper tape and the steel tapes with a 
binding of brown adhesive paper tape.

(xiii) Repeat the above procedure for all the coaxial pairs.
(xfv) Joint the five interstice pairs to pairs formed from single 

p.v.c. covered wires (7/ -0076 red and black).
(xv) Solder two wires to the lead sheath to provide earthing 

facilities. {One wire, (23/~0076 coloured green) is approxi
mately 185 mm (74 in) long and the second wire (7/-0076 
coloured yellow) is the same length as the extended interstice 
p ahs.)

(xvi) Place the five interstice pairs and the yellow earth lead within 
a p.v.c. tube for protection.

(xw7) Remove a further 130 mm (51- in) of the polythene protection 
and treat 25 mm (1 in) of the lead sheath adjacent to the 
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LINE PLANT PRACTICE B, 1971 (continued)
polythene protection with plumbers’ black. Tin the remainder 
of the exposed lead sheath with solder.

(xviii) Fix the gland in position on to the lead sheath.
(xix) Position a 180 mm (71 in) length of rubber hose over the 

gland and secure it with a hose clip. Place a second hose clip 
at the top of the rubber hose to maintain the hose in a circular 
form.

(xx) Place cotton wool round the coaxial and interstice pairs at 
the cable butt.
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(xxi) Mix epoxy resin thoroughly and pour it into the hose until it 

is full; top up as necessary during the settling period.
(xxii) When the resin has cured (approximately 24 hours), remove 

the clips and rubber hose.
(xxiii) Wind a lapping of self-amalgamating tape, with a 50 per cent 

overlap, on the exposed lead sheath from the gland to the 
polythene protection. Wind a lapping of black plastic 
adhesive tape, with a 50 per cent overlap, over the self
amalgamating tape to a point 13 mm G in) over the polythene 
protection.

(xxiv) Place an identification label, in the form of a ring, over the 
top of the encapsulation.

The jointing procedure outlined above is the same for polythene- 
sheathed cables except that the earth wires are soldered io the aluminium 
moisture barrier. Bn addition, it is necessary to build up the diameter 

of the cable sheath with adhesive rubber tape to ensure that the gland 
Is a tight fit. (See sketch (c).)

Q. 6. Draw a sketch to show the make-up of a Ron-armoured (light
weight) deep-sea coaxial cable.

Describe how ajoini is made in a cable of this type.

A. 6. A section of lightweight coaxial cable is shown in sketch (a).
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The high-tensile steel strand is torsionally balanced so that it has no 
tendency to twist under tension. The copper centre conductor is applied 
over the steel strand in the form of a tightly-applied, lO-mil tape closed 
with a folded box seam.

After a tight application of polythene to the centre conductor to 
0-99 in diameter, the six lS-mil aluminium tapes are applied and held 
closely to the surface of the polythene with a 10-rnil cotton tape. The 
tape is heavily impregnated with barium chromate which prevents the 
aluminium tapes from corroding. A tightly-extruded sheath of poly
thene over the cotton tape to 1’3 in diameter then completes the 
cable.

The joint in a lightweight deep-sea cable is made with an overlap of 
approximately one foot. The polythene sheath is removed for a distance 
of 7-8 in and the linen tape and aluminium tapes are laid back to 
expose the copper centre conductor and the included strands. Elec
trodes are connected, a few inches apart, on the copper tube and a 
large current is applied until the tube and the steel strands burn through. 
The heat causes the steel strands to become welded together which 
ensures that they all take a share of any tensile load applied to the 
completed joint. When the two cable ends have been treated they are 
allowed to cool before being cut back and filed to make a butt joint 
of circular cross-secion.

The welded stubs are coated with a layer of silicon-carbide dust to 
provide extra grip; they are then slipped into a 4b in steel ferrule. The 
dimensions are such that the ends of the copper tubes are just nipped 
by the ends of the steel ferrule. A press capable of exerting a force of 
200 tons on a 2 in length of ferrule is used to swage the ferrule down 
on to the steel strands; the centre section is pressed first and then the 
two ends. After pressing, the ferrule is approximately 5 in long. 
Polythene insulation is applied over the joint by an injection moulding 
process then X-ray and high-voltage tests are applied.

When the joint is approved, the aluminium tapes are reapplied and 
overlapped for 2-3 in. A cold-pressure-welding process is employed 
to join the overlapped tapes together in four or five spots. The impreg
nated tape is wound over the jointed tapies and secured. The gap be
tween the two cable sheaths is fitted with a polythene packing piece 
which is wrapped with a layer of transparent adhesive tape. A polythene 
sleeve, which was slid over one side of the cable before jointing com
menced, is then eased over the joint so that a i in of the packing piece 
is showing. A circumferential cut is made to remove the exposed 
packing piece, leaving a groove. After careful cleaning, it is put into a 
mould, heated to 200°C and molten polythene inserted into the gap. 
After cooling, the mould is removed and any surplus polythene 
trimmed of. This moulding operation is repeated at the other end of 
the sleeve and, thus, completes the jointing process. Sketch (b) shows 
the completed joint.
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Q. 7. Sketch and describe one type of assembly used in a cross
connexion cabinet.

What is thefunction of the assembly described in a local-line network ?

A. 7. The new type of assembly used in cross-connexion cabiRe|s 
is shown in sketch (a). [Note: Those students who answered this 
question by describing the existing type, using terminal blocks, were 
marked accordingly.] The new type takes the form of a moulded 
plastic strip having two “wings” inclined at an angle to the back. The
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LINE PLAINT PRACTICE B, 1971 (continued)

strip accommodates 100 exchange (E-side) and 100 distribution 
(D-side) pairs each arranged in 10 groups of 10. The left-hand wing, 
viewed from the front, includes a pattern of numbered holes, through 
which the pairs from the E-side and D-side cables are passed; the pair 
of E-side holes are positioned towards the front of the wing with the 
D-side holes occupying the rear, each hole taking one pain The extreme 
edge of the left wing carries larger holes through which jumper Wres 
are passed, there bring onejumper-wire hole for each group of 10 pairs 
of E-side and D-side cables. The right-hand wing is formed into 10 
supporting slots, one sot for each group of 10 holes on the opposite 
wing. The 10 cable pairs from each group of E-side and D-side holes 
are brought across the face of the strip and located in the associated 
supporting slot. The strip is fitted on to a mounting frame and installed 
in the cabinet in the norm! way.

(a)

The cable usually enters the cabinet directly without the need for 
a joint in an adjacent jointing chamber. However the strips may be 
pro-wired and tailed and the tails jointed into the cable network. 
Where the cable is brought into the cabinet without a joint, at least 
1,200 mm (4 ft) of cable, measured from the cable seal in the base of 
the cabinet, is required to allow for correct threading and cross- 
connexxon of the cable pairs. Where the strips are pre-wired, the type 
of cable used should be:

(a) Cable Polythene Unit Twin if to be connected to a pressurized, 
or proposed pressurized, cable or,

(b) Cable Polythene Twin if to be connected to a fully-filled or 
non-pressurized cable.
Note: Air blocks should be provided on all Cable Polythene Unit 
Twin as necesssay.

After the cable has been installed in the cabinet, the duct entry is 
sealed. The cable sheath is then removed to a point 25 mm (1 in) above 
the lower bar of the mounting frame, the cable pairs numbered and 
the sheath securely tied to the lowest jumper ring of the mounting 
frame. The cable pairs are then passed through the appropriate num
bered holes and heady formed and tied at the rear of the strip so that 
the cable pairs extend beyond the right-hand supporting Sot for 
175 mm (7 in) to allow for wire connectors being cut off and sub
sequently reconnected. Where cross-connexion between E-side and 
D-side pairs occurs within the same group of 10, direct connexion 
between the pairs is made by jointing the conductors with wire 
connectors. If E-side and D-side pairs are not in the same group, 
cross-connexion is made using jumper wire and wire connectors. The 
jumper wires are taken through the appropriate jumper holes and 
rings. After jointing and jumpering, each group of 10 pairs of E-side 
and D-side pairs is straightened and located in the appropriate support 
sot and loosely tied.

The advantages of the new type of strip are:
(a) reduction in faults dueto low insulationandcerresien in damp 

situations,
(b) elimination of disconnexion faults in locations where traffic 

vibrations results in loose pressure screws, and
(c) reduced maintenance by elimination of pressure screws—over- 

tightening of the pressure screws may result in the screw heads 
shearing.

The function of the assembly used in cross-connexion cabinets is to 
provide a flexibility point in the local-line network: it provides a ready 
means of interconne:ting the main-cable pairs (E-side pairs) from the 

exchange to the cable pairs serving the various subscribers’ distribution 
points (D-side pairs) in a local area. This arrangement leads to con
siderable economies in the provision and rearrangement of under
ground plant, mainly due to the economies that may be effected in the 
provision of expensive main cables between the exchange and the 
flexibility point.

Q. 8. Explain how an earth fault on a high-voltage overhead power 
line can give rise to an induced voltage in nearby overhead and undetr 
ground telephone line plant.

What measures can be taken to protect telephone plant from these 
induced voltages P

Q. 9. Describe in outline the principles of two types of cable-pressuri
zation system.

How would a leak in a cable sheath be localized in a cable route which 
employs one of the systems you have described?

A. 9. The two types of cable pressurization system are:
(a) the static system used on trunk and junction cables, and
(b) the continuous-flow system used on local cables.
In (a), the cable is completely sealed then pressurized with dry air 

supplied from either a compressor-dessicator or from storage cylinders. 
The pressure in the cable is set at approximately 9 lb/in2 and monitored 
by alarm pressure gauges housed at repeater stations. At manholes on 
the route, a small tube is connected to the joint and terminated in a 
convenient place near the manhole entrance. This is used to connect 
a pressure gauge or manometer to the cable.

In (b), no attempt is made to seal the cable completely. Air is con
tinuously pumped into the cable from a labyrinth-type compressor- 
dessicalor. The air is dried by passing it over silica-gel beds from 
which the moisture is driven of, by electric heaters in one type or by 
dry air on a cycling basis in a second type. Monitoring is by pressure 
gauges and flow-meters at the exchange and contact pressure gauges 
housed in cabinets which are connected to a common alarm pair on 
any one particular cable.

The first indication of a leak on a trunk cable is given by loss of 
pressure which brings in an alarm at the nearest repeater station. The 
air pressure along the cable is measured by connecting a manometer 
to the tubes provided at manholes. The recorded readings are trans
ferred to a graph and take the form shown in the sketch. The leak is 
at the point where the lines cross.

If the points on the graph where the broken lines cross show the 
fault to be in the length of cable between two joints then location 
within the length can be carried out by feeding SF6 (Sulphurhexa
fluoride) gas into the cable at, say, joint number 4 and drawing a probe 
along the duct. The probe is connected to an instrument which 
measures the ratio of this gas to air.

If the curve shows the fault to be at a joint then the exact position 
of the hole can be found by coating the joint with a solution which 
bubbles as the air passes through it or by using an ultrasonic sound 
detector which produces either an amplified audiblenoteby a frequency
changing system from the high pitched hiss of escaping air, or on some 
types, gives an indication on a meter.

Where a leak is difficult to locate, the direction of the flow of air can 
be found by attaching two valves to the cable sheath as far apart as 
possible and measuring the pressure difference between them with a 
sensitive manometer. This will give localization within a length by 
measuring the air flow towards the leak from both ends. A temporary 
supplementary supply of air may have to be connected to the cable 
beyond the leak to create the flow.

Q. 10. What types of anti-creepage devices are used with cables 
carrying coaxial pairs?

In a coaxial cable how is movement prevented between
(a) cable core and sheath,
(b) centre conductor and outer conductoe?

A. 10. The anti-creepage devices used for coaxial cables are usually 
cable anchors which reduce the effect of damage by constriction in- 
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LINE PLANT PRACTICE, 1971 (continued)
herein in other types of anchor. The anchors are the same as those 
used for pair-type cables with lead or polythene sheath and were 
described in the answer to Q. 6, Line Plant Practice B, Supplement, 
Vol. 64, p. 65, Oct. 1971.

The methods devised to anchor the coaxial core and the centre 
conductors are as follows:

(a)

(a) Sketch (a) shows a method of anchoring the cable core. The 
lead sheath of the cable is removed and four spe;ially-shaped brass 
strips are fitted as shown. The strips are held in position by twine 
whipping. The device has the advantage of simplicity and can be fitted 

in any joint, the relative movement between the core and sheath being 
practically halted by the shoulder of the brass strips against the edge 
of the cable sheath.

,TENTRE-CONOUTTOR JOMTIH8 FERRULE 
/ TIB IO HALF

DIRECTIOD / ,n*UER'BANW£R ASSEMBLY
or cum / /

(b)

(b) Sketch (b) shows a method of anchoring the centre conductor of 
a coaxial cable. The device is fitted into a normal joint. A copper 
collar is fitted over the steel lapping and outer conductor and sweated 
on. A jointing ferrule is cut in half and soldered on to the centre 
conductor. The shoulder of this jointing abuts on to an ebonite insula
ting disk which in turn bears against the collar. The continuity of the 
outer conductor is thus maintained by the copper collar and outer
conductor ferrule.

TELECOMMUNICATION PRINCIPLES A, 1971
Students were expected to answer six questions, at least one being from questions 9 and 10.

Q. 1. A series circuit takes 1 - 2 amps from a 240 volt 50 Hz a.c. suppy.
(a) Calculate the resistance and capacitance of the circuit if the power 

factor is 0-8 leading.
(b) Calculate the resistance and inductance of the circuit if the power 

factor is 0-8 lagging.

A. 1. The power factor of an a.c. circuit consisting of a resistance, 
R ohms, in series with a capacitor of reactance X ohms, is given by:

, . resistance Rpower factor = t----- a----- = impedance V(R2 + X2)

The phasor diagram of sketch (a) illustrates this, where LABC is a

right angle. For a series circuit, the current is the same in both the 
resistor and the capacíior. The voltage across the resistor per ampere 
is represented by phasor AB in phase with the current. The voltage 
across the capacnor of reactance X ohms is X volts per ampere, 
gigging by 90° in phase on the current. This is represented by phasor 
BC.

The total voltage drop per ampere across the circuit is represented 
by phasor AC of length Z where Z is the total impedance.

. c . znxr- AB R.. power factor = cos LBAC = E “ •^a + .z
Power factor can also be defined as real power (watts) 

apparent power (volts x amps)
Now, as the current is l -2 amps on a 240 volt a.c. s.qpl^ly, the impedance 

240
numerically = m^ = 200 ohms.

(a) When the power factor is 0’8 leading, the phasor diagram is as 
shown in sketch (a).

Hence, 0-8 = AB R
A C = 200

.‘. R = 160 ohms and is a pure resistance.
The reactance X = «02OO2 — 16022 because triangle ABC is right 

angled .

.-. X - V(40 x 360), 
= 120 ohms capacitive.

But, reactance of a capacrtor C = m-1^ at frequency /Hz.
2tyC

■ X = —— -X 2T/fC

.-. 120 = -00676 where Clsin microfarads. 
I UUtTC-

A C = 26~6tr^F.
(b) When the power factor is 0-8 lagging the phasor triangle is ABC 

of sketch (b). This is the same shape as sketch (a), but inverted.

.'. R = 160 ohms as in answer (a). 
X = 120 ohms inductive.

For an inductance L henries, X = 2o/L at frequency/Hz.
X=07r50 x L.
r 120aL L im’

= 0-382H.

Q. 2. (a) Describe briefly, without experimental details, a method for 
finding the value of a resistance.

(b) For the circuit shown in Fig. 1, calculate, by any method,
(t) the current flowing in each branch, 
(it) the power dissipated in branch DE.

The source is assumed to have negligible interna/ resistance.
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TELECOIWUJNICATION PRINCIPLES A, 1971 (continued)

A. 2. The Wheatstone bridge offers a good method of resistance 
measurement. The basic circuit is shown in sketch (a). Of the four

resistances wired as a continuous loop, X is the unknown, R is adjus
table and calibrated with known values, while P and Q, the resistances 
in the ratio arms, are accurately known. The source of voltage is the 
battery B, connected across AC, one diagonal of the bridge. The 
balance of the bridge is noted on the sensitive centre-zero galvano
meter G, bridged across the other diagonal EF.

The bridge is said to be balanced when there is no deflexion on the 
galvanometer G, when the battery B is switched into circuit. Balance 
is obtained by adjusting resistance R to give the zero deflexion condi
tion. The potential difference (p.d.) between the points E and F is 
then zero because no current is flowing between E and F. The current 
in resistances R and Q must then be the same, ii, and similarly, the 
current in resistances X and P must be the same, iz. The potential 
drop in resistance R is equal to that in resistance X because there is no 
p.d. between the points E and F.

Simiiady, the p.d. across the resistances Q and P must be the same.
A i 1R=Ì2X, .......... (1)

and iiP = ijQ. ......... (2)
Dividing equation (1) by equation (2), gives

R X....................................................7, = g which is the condition for bridge balance.

Any one of these four resistances can be calculated provided the 
other three are known.

Since nether current nor voltage appears in this equation, the 
balance obtained is independent of the supply voltage. This is known 
as a null method because it depends on a zero reading of the galvano
meter.

The circuit of Fig. 1 can be redrawn as shown in sketch (b). Using 
the relationship for parallel resistances R; and R2 in terms of an

• . ■ D • 11.1equivalent resistance R, gives, 7, = F1 +12'
It can be seen that sketch (c) is equivalent to sketch (b). Sketch (d) 
is clearly the equivalent of sketch (b and therefore, resistances of 
6 ohms and 12 ohms are in parallel across the 24 volt supply.

Then, for the 6-ohm resistance, iz = a? = 4 amps, 6 - ■ ■ ■
. . .........................  . 24 --------and for the 12-ohm resistance, ij = jg = 2amps.

Hence, the total battery current = 6 amps.
Referring back to sketch (b), the current 12 equals 4 amps in the 4-ohm 

resistor. By inspection, this divides into the 6-ohm and 3-ohm resis
tances in the ratio 1:2.

4 
current in the 6-ohm resistance = gamps, and

current in the 3-ohm resistance = gamps.

Power dissipated in branch DB = (current)2 > resistance,

= 10? W.

Q. 3. Wnte a description. in the form of a laboratory report, of any 
experiment made, or demonnstation witnessed, using either a transistor 
or a vacuum diode. The description shouto include aims, circuit arrange
ments, any special precautions that must be taken, typical residts, graphs 
and conclusions.

Q. 4. (a) Explain what happens when an inductive coii is suddenly 
connected to a d.c. supply and, hence, describe what is meant by self
inductance.

List factors affecting the self-inductance of,
(!) an air-cored sooenoid,
(ii) an iron-cored solenoid.
(b) A coii of resistance 8 ohms and inductance 1 H is conneded to a 

24 volt d.c. source having an internal resistance of 2 ohms.
(i) Calculate the electro-motive-force (e.m.f.) induced in the coii when 

the current is increasing at 20 amps/s.
(ii) Calculate the maximum energy stored in the coil.
(c) The presence of inductance in a circuit may be either an advantage 

or a disadvantage. Give a practical example of each case.

A. 4. (a) A current commences to flow when an inductor is connected 
to a d.c. supply. The current rises slowly from zero. The rise is not 
instantaneous because the magnetic flux that is associated with the 
current must increase as the current rises. This changing flux induces 
a back e.m.f. in the turns of the coil in a direction that opposes the 
changing current producing the changing flux. Thelarger the flux-turns 
linkage, the larger the induced e.m.f. and the slower the rise of current. 
The property of a coil that leads to this induced e.m.f. is its self
inductance. The inductance L is given by
___ induce^m.^----- - = inductance (henries).
rate of change of current (amps)

(i) The inductance of an air-cored solenoid is proportional to 
the square of the number of turns and to the cross-sectional 
area of the coil.

(«) Since inductance is related to the magnetic flux arising from a 
current in the coil, an iron core greatly increases the inductance. 
The high magnetic permeabiiity of the iron core results in a larger 
flux for a given current compared with the air core.

(b) The circuit of the question has a loop resistance of 10 ohms and 
an inductance of 1 H.

(i) The current is increasing at 20 amps/s and
induced e.m.f. = — inductance > rate of change of current,

= - 20 volts.

(u) The maximum energy stored = itLi2 joules, where i amps is the 
maximum steady curent, given by Ohm’s law.

But, the circuit resistance is 10 ohms.
. 24 _ .

.'. i = 1g = 2’4 amps.
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stored energy = } x 1 x (2-4)2

= 2-88 J.

(c) Inductance is esseetial to some applications, e.g. a transformer 
for use with alternating currents.

It is a disadvantage in circuit wiring, where precautions must be 
taken to minimize it to reduce sparking on switches.

Q. 5. (a) Comment briefly on the respective advantages and disad
vantages of moving-ccii and moving-iron electrical indicating instruments.

(b) What main precautions shoM be taken when conneccing up any 
eleccrrcal indicating instrument to obtain an accurate result?

(c) A moving-ccU elecctical indicating instrument giving fuli-scale 
deflexion (fs.d.) for a current of 1 mA, is to be usedto indicate at fs.d.,

(D 100 mA,
(ii) 1 volt.
If the cod resistance is 5 ohms, calculate the value of any additiond 

component required in each case. Sketch the circuit arrangements.

A. 5.
(a) Moving-coOi instrument

A moving-cool instrumentt such as a milliammeter, is sens-tive 
to small currents. The coil can be made to have a low resistance, 
e.g. 20 ohms or less, and conseciii<eitty has a low power consumption. 
The deflexion is proportional to the current in the coil so the scale has 
a linear law. Since a large permanent magnet surrounds the move
ment, external magnetic fields have little or no affect on the instrument. 
Disadvantages of the moving-cod instrument are that the movement 
is delicate and must not be overloaded, otherwise damage will occur 
that is expensive to rectify. The moving-coil meter can only respond 
to d.c., so that for a.c, measurements a suitable recltifier must be used 
with it.
Moving-iron instrument

A moving-iron instrument is more robust than a moving-coil instru
ment and wll stand some degree of overload. It operates on ether 
d.c. or low-frequency a.c., such as 50Hz. It can be made to take higher 
currents than a moving-cool instrument but it requires more power 
to operate it. The fixed coil can be provided with taps so that alterna
tive measuring ranges are practicable on one instrument. BassidUiy, 
the moving-iron instrument operates to a square-law; the deflexion is 
proportional to the square of its current, but by shaping the moving 
vane some change in scale law can be produced. The moving-iron 
meter is susœptîble to external magnetic fields unless a magnetic screen
ing case is used to house the instrument.

(b) Connecting leads must be short and of low resistance compared 
to the meter resistance. Connexions must be good and secure.

(6 (0
A shunt resistor is required to take 99 mA of the current when l mA 

passes through the meter, the circuit for this is shown in sketch (a).

0 05 OHM ”9m*

(a)

For full-scale deflexion, the voltage across the meter may be obtained 
using Ohm’s law.

.'. voltage = 0-001 x 5,
= 0005 volts.

If R ohms is the shunt resistance,
0-005 = R x 0099.

R - 0.0505 ohm.

A practica value is 0 05 ohm in shunt.

(H)
_ A seiries resistor is needed, of resistance R ohms such that the poten

tial difference across the resistor is 0-995 volts when lmA flows. This 
is shown in sketch (b).

A 0995 - R X 00X11.

• '■ R — 995 ohms.

Q. 6. For the circuit shown in Fig. 2,
(a) calculate the resultant capacitance of,

(i) the two series oapacitore,
(i<) the two parallee capacitors,
(Hi) the combination of all the capacitors.

(b) calculate,
(i) the total energy stored,

(it) the potental difference across each capacitor, 
(iii) the charge stored in the 0‘4uF oapaciit>r.

0-4nF
0-6uF O’SuF

OiZuFL—lb— 

24V0LTS

Fig. 2.

A. 6. When capacitore of values Ci and C2 are connected in series, 
the resuhant capacitance, C, is given by

r = ^2
C1+ C2

When the two capacitore are in parallel,

C = Ci + C2.
(a) (/) The equivalent capacitance of the 0'6/17 and the 0-3uF 

oapacitors in series is,
0-6 x 0'3x10-6x10-6 

C (0'6 + ~-3)x10-6 F,

= 0'2/tF.

(ii) The equivalent capacitance of the 0-4/uF and the O-ZuF capa
citors in parallel is,

C = (0'4 + 0-2)10′6 F,

= 06HR
(iii) The equivalent capacitance of the circuit is given by the equiva

lent capacitances of (i) and (ii) in series.
, r (0-2x09100112^
" (0 -2 + 0-6)10-s ’

= 0'ISEF
(b) (i) The circuit is equivalent to a 0-lSuF capacitcr charged to 

24 volts.
.'. energy stored = iCV2j.

= {- x 0-15 x (24F10-5,
= 43-2-J.

(ii) When oapacitors are connected in series across a d.c. supply, 
the charge (Q) in each must be the same.

Now, Q = CV coulombs.
The series circuit is shown in the sketch.

Q= Vx 0-6 = ^2X0-3= Vs>0'6-24x0'15.
„ 24 x 015 , .

•'. V = " = 6vOOlt?,

„ 24x0-15 „ „
V = —j0j---- ---  12 volts,

„ 24 x 0-15 , uV =----- T----- = 6 volts.
o

(Hi) The charge stored in the 0-4uF oapacitor is given by Q = CV3.
A Q = 0-4 x 6 x 10-5C, 

= 2-4 ”C.
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Q. 7. (a) Explain the meaning of relative pcrme<lb¡lity,
(b) An iron ring has a mean circumference of 0-75m and a cross

sectional area of 5 x 10 “4m2. The magnetization curvefor the iron is,

B 
teslas (webers 
per square 
metre)

0-9 1-0 1-15 1-25 131 1-35 1-38 1-41 1-43

H 
ampere-turns 
per metre 
(AT/m)

300 450 800 1,300 1,800 2,300 2,800 3,300 3,800

Plot the 8-H curve and from this determine,

(i) the PR-Hcurve, mg being the relative perrmebility,
(1) the magneto-motive force (m.m.f.) to produce a flux of 650 aWb 

in the ring.

A. 7. (a) The relative perImabillty of a magnetic material, is the 
ratio of the flux-density, Bi, in that mater id when it is used as the core 
of a solenoid carrying a current, to the flux-density, Ba in air when the 
magnetic materia is removed. The current must, of course, be the 
same in each condition.

Relative permetbUlty pr is defined by,

The magnetiizng force, H, is related to the flux density by the follow- 
formulae _B

m: = ”?H

where, 10 is the constant magnetic permeibiiity of free space.

M = 4n x107b/m.
(b) (i) The values of pr corresponding to each entry in the given 

B--H table are calculated using the equation above and plotted in 
sketch (b) below the B-Ff curve plotted in sketch (a). The relative 
permaaibiity is not a constant, but diminishes as the magneto-motive
force (m.m.f.) increases.

mCNETIZmí toses, H(aTP£TE manS/HETREe

(a)

mGNETIZmc FOHCE, H(AHPERErURHSSHErEEE

(a) The flux is 650 ,Wu, Bis the flux-density and the cross-sa;tional 
area, a, is 5 x 10_4 m2.

Therefore, when the total flux = 650 ,Wu,

flux-dennstt B 650 x 10-6
5 x 11-4 4

= 1 — 3T.

Reading from sketch (a), the point P gives H = 1,700 AT/m for 
S = 1-3 teslas, and from sketch (b), the point Q gives pr = 60 for 
H = 1,700 AT/m.

Now, for a closed magnetic circuit of length I carrying a flux: 
m.m.f. = flux x reluctance of path,

= B x a x
I 

no an a’

= B x a x --------s------ » , . B . , .fl°m* a
= I XH.

The length of path, I, is given as 0-75 m and H = 1,700 AT/m. 
,'. m.m.f. = 0-75 X 1,700, 

= 1,280 AT.

Q. 8. (a) What is meant by an alternating current?
Explain the meaning of,

0’2 phase angle,
(ii) peak value,
(Hi) r.m.s. value,
(iv) average value.

(b) The graph of Fig. 3 shows one cycle of an alternating e/ectro- 
motive-force (e.m.f) of frequency 50 Hz. If this e.m.f. is applied to a 
circuit having a resistance of 12-5 ohms, what will be (i) the average, 
and (ii) the r.m.s. value, of current in the circuit?

A. 8. An alternating current is one that varies cyclically in alterna1 
tive directions at a regular frequency of repetition. The periodic 
time is the duration of one complete cycle without repetition. The 
frequency is the number of complete cycles per second.

(i2 When an alternating current flows in an impedance, an alterna
ting voltage is produced across the terminals of the impedance. 
The frequency of this alternating voltage is the same as that of 
the current producing the voltage. However, the instantaneous 
zeros of voltage will not occur simultaneously with the current 
zeros because of the cyclic changes of energy stored in the re
actance. The amount by which the two are out of step is the 
phase difference. This phase difference, when expressed as a 
fraction of a complete circle, 360° or 2tt radians, which represents 
one cycle of alternation, is known as the phase angle. The 
voltage can lag or lead on the current according to whether the 
impedance is capacitive or inductive.

(ii) The peak value of an alternating current is its largest in
stantaneous value. The peak value may be equal above and 
below the zero value, i.e. for a sinusoidal current, it is alternately 
positive andnegative.

(iii) The root-mean-square (r.m.s.) value is the value of direct current 
that will produce the same heating effect in a resistor in the 
circuit as does the alternating current It can be calculated for 
alternating current by taking it equally-spaced ordinates on the 
current-time waveform, squaring them and taking the mean 
value. The alternate half-cycles both give positive values when 
squared and are, therefore, additive in a deduction of the heating 
effect over a whole cycle.

(iv) The average value of an alternating current, is taken as the 
average area between the waveform over one cycle and the 
zero axis. It is, therefore, the height of a rectangle erected on 
the time axis for the interval 360° or 2tt, that gives an area equal 
to that between the a.c. waveform and the same intercept on 
the time axis. The average value of a sinusoidal alternating 
current must be taken over half a cycle since over a complete 
cycle the average value is clearly zero, because alternate areas 
are equally positive and negative.

(b) (i) The average value of the given waveform must be taken over 
a complete cycle. The positive and negative half-cycles are 
not equal, the positive half-cycle being the larger. As the 
waveform is constant over each half cycle,

25-10the average value = —^— =-7-5 volts.
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TELECOMMUNICATION PRINCIPLES A, 1971 (continued)
By Ohm’s law, the average current produced by 7-5 volts in 
a resistance of 12'5 ohms is

7-5 A A-T§T§ = 06 amps.

(H) Since each half-cycle has a constant value, the r.m.s. value 
for a whole cycle will be equivalent to a succession of direct 
currents in the 12-5 ohm resistance.

Therefore, r.m.s, voltage = \ /~~w—^}J’ 

__/m- 
= 19-0 volts.

~___ . 19Therefore, r.m.s. current = i^amips,

= 1-53 amps.

Q. 9. Explain ho— the output resistance and currentgain of a transistor 
can be der-vedfrom the collector-current/collector-voltage characteristics. 

Measurements on a transistor connected in common-emitter con
figuration are given in the following table.

Coilectoremitier 
voltage VCE 

(volts)

Collector current Ic (mA)

J

-50

9ase curren

(M)

-80

t

-110

2 3-2 47 63
6 3-9 5-7 7-5

10 4-6 6-7 8-7

(a) Plot the collector-voltagelcollector-current chcaacteristics.
(b) Determine (i) the output resistance and (H) the current gain, for 

a base current of —75 pA.

A. 9. The output resistance of a circuit is given by the ratio of the 
change in output voltage to the known change in output current pro
ducing this voltage change. This is basically an application of Ohm’s 
law. For a transistor, connected in the common-emitter mode, the 
output is obtained across the collector-emitter connexion, and the out - 
put current is the collector current.

Therefore, the output resistanoe is given by the expressson 
variation in collector-emitter voltage 

corresponding variation in collector current
This ratio is the slope of the collector-voltage (Veg/collector- 

current (ZJ chaacteeistic for a speccfted value of base current.
The current gain is the ratio of variation in output current to the 

variation of input current producing it, for a constant value of Va. 
In a common-enmtter amplifier, the input is connected between base 
and emitter and the output is across the collector and emitter.

Therefore, the current gain is given by the expressson 
variation in collector current 

corresponding variation in base current'

This can be derived from the ch/Zc curves when the base current 
values are also included.
(a) The curves of V„ against Z and Zi are plotted in the sketch.

The curve for a base current of —75pA is drawn in by extrapolation 
as shown. It is, for practical purposes, a straight line.

(b) (i) For the points where Vc = 2 volts and Vc = 10 volts the values 
of collector current are Zc =4-5 mA and 6-3 mA.

Therefore, output resistance = slope of the characteristic,

10 - 2— -----rm ohms,wa — 4-$xwfl
8 .= i—8 X103 ohms.1*0

= 4,400 ohms.

(it) The current gain is almost constant over the range of collector 
voltages given, because the characteristics are almost parallel.

If values for V“ = 6 volts are taken as typical,
ic = 7-5 mA for base current of 110 uA,

and, it = 4-0 mA for base current of 50 pA.

. ■ a e - 4mxm-3Therefore current gmn = mso^opno  ̂’

3*5- 3505 X 103

= 54-3.

Q. 10. Give a sectional sketch, and describe the principle of operation, 
of one type of telephone earpiece (receiver).

Explain, with reasons, whether the following statement is correct: A 
telephone receiver loses seimlitvity if the flux from its permanent magnet 
is reduced.

A. 10. This is a standard bookwork question on a telephone ear
piece. The answer can describe the stalloy diaphragm type, rocking 
armature or moving coil types.

The statement is correct. Sern;ii^■vity in any of the above types of 
telephone earpiece is reduced if the flux from the permanent magnet 
is reduced. The sensstivity depends on the magnitude of the displace
ment of the armature, diaphragm or moving coil for a given actuating 
current. The displacement depends on the force produced by the 
actuating current variations and this force, due to the reaction of the 
current on the permanent magnetic flux, is proportional to the square 
of the flux. Hence if the flux weakens, the sensittvity falls.

TELECOMMUNICATION PRINCIPLES B, 1971 
Students were expected to answer any six questions

Q. 1. (a) A coil of 10 H with a resistance of 25 ohms has a p.d. of 
12-5 volts across it from a d.c. supply of steady voltage. The supply is 
cut off and the coii is shoot-arcuited immediateey. Write down the 
current-time relation for the shoit-ctrcuited coil.

Sketch this curve. What is the value of current at zero time P
(b) Calculate the energy in the circuit immediately after the battery is 

disconnected. Where has this energy been stored? In what form does it 
appear after the coii is shot-circuited?

(c) Explain the meaning of‘time consian-t, calculate its value for this 
circuit, and explain its use in te/ecommuntcaiion engineering.

A. 1. The circuit is shown in sketch (a). The changeover switch 
disconnects the battery and immediately short-circuits the coil.
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TELECOMMUNICATION PRINCIPLES B, 1971 (continued)

The current i decays slowly according to the exponential law:

E1 = r€-R‘/l

where E = battery voltage across circuit, 
R = total resistance in ohms, 
L = inductance in henries, 
e = base of Naperian logarithnm.

’ l^e-CW»)',
25 ’

or, t = le-Z'SL

The curve is shown in sketch (b).

Thr phasor diagram is shown in sketch (a). The current, i, in the 
t-r¡rt circuit is represented by AB.

(b) The energy is stored in the magnetic field of the coil, owing to a 
current of i amperes flowing in the inductance of L henries.

energy = Hi2,
= 5(0-5)2,
= 1-25joules.

When the switch is operated to disconnect the battery, this energy is 
returned to the circuit as a flow of current. It is dissipated as heat in 
the resistance of 25 ohms.

Time constant is the time taken for the decaying current to fall to
-of its initial steady value.

(c) Time constant = E = Q = 0-4 seconds. 
K 25

The time constant is a useful indication of the rate of change to be 
expected for the current in a circuit when the applied voltage is sud
denly changed.

Q. 2. (a) In connexion with amplitude modulatton, explain thr 
meaning of the terms ‘carrier frequency' and ‘sidebands.

(b) Why is it usuiT to use a modulated radio frequency carrier in a 
radio transmission system P

(c) What advantages are obtained by using frequency translation in line 
transmission ?

Q. 3. What do you understand by ‘reactance’ ? Why is it sometimes 
negative f

(b) A capacitor of 4-0 xuF is connecced in series with a resistance of 
300 ohms across an a.c. source. What other factor must be known 
before the impedance of the circuit can be calculated?

This series circuit is connected across the 240 volt a.c. domessic supppy. 
Find, using phasor diagrams, thr current flowing and its phase angle 
relative to thr supply voltage. Check your answer by using operator/.

An inductor of 2-5 H and 100 ohms resistance is now connected in 
with the first circuit. Calculate by any method thr magnitude and phase 
angle of the impedance across the supp>py.

A. 3. (a) Reactance is thr property of an inductor (inductance) or a 
capacitor (capacitance) that offers opposition to thr passage of an 
alternating current. Thr value of reactance depends on the frequency 
of the a.c. By convention, inductive reactance is positive and the 
voltage is said to lead the current by 90° ^g^. For a capacitance, 

reactance is negative, the current leading the voltage between the 
terminals by 90°. Thr phase change caused by an inductance is 
therefore, 180° (if different from that caused by a capacitance.

Reactance is frequency dependent.
At a frequency /Hz, inductive reactance = 2nfL ohms, 

capacitive reactance = z—Cohms.
Zir/L

(b) The frequency of thr a.c. supply must be known before reactance 
can br calculated.

(a)
The voltage drop in the resistance of 300 ohms = 300 i volts. 
This is in phase with the current i, represented by phasor AC.
The reactance of 4-0 mF at the supply frequency 50 Hz,

__________- j________ 
2nx50x4-0x 10-6

= — 795j ohms.

The voltage drop in the capacitance is - 795 i j volts. This is 
shown by phasor CD lagging 90° on the current:

The resultant voltage across the whole crrcuit is the diagonal AD.
The impedance of the circuit = 07(3002 + 7952), 

= 850 ohms.
_ . . _____ . . 795The phase angle /CAD = tan 1 g—

= tan-12-65, 
= 69° 20'.

Using operator j as an alternative gives:
ImpediaiceZ = 300 — 795 j,

= 300 — 800 j approximately.
:. Z =100V(9 + 64), 

= 855.

= 69° 20'.

„„ ■ voltage 240 - „
The current, i = :--------j------  _ Bs5 = 0-28 amps. impedance 855

Therefore, a current of0-28amps flows in the series circuit leading the 
supply voltage by 69° 20'.

The reactance of an inductor of 2~5 H = 2iwaj,
= 2i750 X 2-5j,

= 784j ohms.

4»? too onus Î-5S loo onus

(b)
The series circuit is shown in sketch (b).

Total reactance = 27JC + 2nfL,

= - 795j + 784j,
= -11 j.

Total resistance = 400 ohms. 
Therefore, impedance = 400 — 11j. 

Magnitude of the impedance = \/(4(02 + 112, 
z 400 ohms.

Phase angle of the impedance = tan-1 %‘),
= tan-10-028, 
= V 36'.
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Q. 4. When a transformer is considered as ‘idea! for calculation 
purposes, what practical features are ignored?

A transformer to be considered as ‘ideal’ operates from a 200-volt a.c. 
source to supply 5,000 Wto a resistor of resistance 50 ohms. Calculate

(a) the voltage across the resistor,
(b) the turns of the transformed-,
(c) the primary current on load,
(d) the equivalent input resistance that the loaded transformer presents 

to the supppy

A. 4. An ideal transformer has no energy losses in its winding or 
iron core and has no magnetic leakage between its coils. It is a 
usseul theoretical concept to help simplify the study of transformers. 
Let R be the load and Vthe voltage across it.

V 2(a) Then the power into the load = %,■K

Since R = 50 ohms,
= 5,000 watts.

V = 500 volts.

(b) In an idea transformer, the turns ratio (n) between the primary 
windings and the secondary windings is the input-to-output voltage 
ratio.

,, f 200Therefore, n = wo.3Uu

or, n = 2:5.

(c) The input power equals the output power in an ideal transformer. 
For a 20<0volt input and input current i,

200 i = 5,000.
Therefore, i = 25 amps.

(d) The impedance ratio of a transformer is the square of the turns 
ratio,

equivalent input resistance = (0-4)2 x 50,
= 8 ohms.

Q. 5. A laminated iron core is constructed of semii-crdar iron 
stampingshaving mean radius 50 mm with two equaa airgaps as in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1

The core has a square cross-section 10 mm by 10 mm. The B/H 
curve for the iron isgiven in the following table.

B icslas
(weberspersquare 
metre)

0-5 0-75 0-85 1-03 1-20 1-29 1-35

H ampere-turns per 
metre

50 150 250 500 1,000 1,500 2,000

A coil of2,400 turns is wound uniformly round the core and the leakage 
factor is 1-2 when each air gap is 1 mm long.

(a) Plot the B/Hcurve.
(b) Find the relative permeeMlliy when the flux in each air gap is 

65 puWb (microwebers).
(c) Calculate the current in the coii to give this flux.

A. 5. The flux in each air gap is 65 ,WUand the cross-seetional area 
of each is 100 mm2.

65 x 10-6Therefore, flux density = p00-x-10:6'

z0-65 T.

The leakage factor =1-2.
The flux-density in the iron

= 1-2 x 0-65,
= 0-78 T,

(a) From the curve plotted in the sketch,

H = 155 AT/m, when E = 0- 78 T
where H is the magneto-motive force and B is the flux-density.

Now, [Aflo = 5,, where a, is the relative permeabiiity and ,u, is the 
permebbiity of free space = 477 x 10“* H/m.

(b) The relative permeabflity u, = —floH
0-78

_ 4ir x 10-* x 155’
= 3,950.

(c) It is necessary to find the reluctance of the magnetic path. This 
is the sum of the reluctance of the iron plus the reluctance of the air.

Reluctance ----------
PrRoa

Where I is the length of magnetic path in metres,! is tross-sle:tional 
area in square metres, u, is relative permeabfllty, a0 is magnetic 
permeabiiity of free space.

Path length (i) of the half-circle in iron, neglecting the 1 mm due to 
the air gap,

= itx5)xl0-3m)
= 0-157m.

a = 100 x 10~6m2.

ReiuCtanOe of iron path = m^ x 4 “;157) 7 x

= 0-3165 x 105.
0-1 . . 0-001Reactance of one rnr gap = m—-

= 7-96 x 106.
Total reluctance of whole ring of two air gaps plus two semicircles of 

iron
= 2 x 10<6(0-3165 + 7-96),
= 2 xl06 x 8-28,

' = 16-56 x 106.
But, in a magnetic circuit, flux x reluctance = magneto-motive 

force (m.m.f.).
Therefore, m.m.f. = 78 x 10*6 x 16 56 x 1Q6,

= 1,290 Ampere turns.

Since the coil has 2,400 turns,
1,290 current =2-400,

= 0-537 amps.

Q. 6. (a) Define the decibel.
Explain why a statement of decibels is often related to a value ofpower.
(b) In the circuit shown in Fig. 2 an a.c. source maintains 10 volts 

r.m.s. across AB. Calculate
(i) the r.m.s. voltage across CD
(«) the ratio in decibels between the power in the 150-ohm resistor in 

Fig. 3 and the ISO-ohm resistor CD in Fig. 2
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(c) If the 15« ohm resistor in Fig. 3 were changed to 300 ohms, what 
would be the answer to (b) (ii) ?

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

A. 6. (a) Ten times the logarithm to base 10 of the ratio of two 
powers is the difference in decibefs between the powers.

It is usual to refer to powers by their decibel difference with relation 
to 1 watt, or milliwatt for smafi powers (dB relative to lmW.). The 
deccbel notation then offers a way of stating a precise power value 
because it is a ratio between the power value and a known power.

(b) The circuit of Fig. 2 is equivalent to that in the sketch because the 
two 150 ohm resistors are in parallel.

75 OHMS

(i) The voltage across CD is then J of that across AB, i.e. -3Q volts. 

. . . . 10 2
(ii) The power in the 150 ohms resistor in Fig. 3 = t-k-»

Because the voltage across CD

the power in the 150-ohm res.ssor in F.g, 2

The ratio in decibels

= 067 W.

10 u= q vols,

- ( W_L
(3/ 150’

_ 100
1350

= 0-074 W.

_,n1 °'6710 lo®0-074?

= 10log9-0, 
= 9-54 dB.

(c) If the resistor in Fig. 3 was changed to 300 ohms, 
„ —2
Power = 305’

= 0- 33W.
... Ratio in dec.bels _ 10 logOr--034’

= —)log4-5,
= - 6-53 dB.

Q. 7. Draw the circuit of a single-stage valve amplifier with a resistive 
load, and explain its operation.

Give a simple equivalent circuit and explain the reason for each element 
in it.

Hence, deduce an expression for the amplification in terms of relevant 
parameters.

What conditions must be satisfied for this expression to apply 7

A. 7. The basic circuit of a single-stage valve amplifier is shown in 
sketch (a). The anode of the valve has a load resistance Rl shown in 
series with the battery, positive terminal towards the anode. This 
anode battery provides the d.c. path through the valve via the cathode 
resissor r. The input voltage is applied between the grid and the 

negative side of the cathode resistor. The d.c. voltage drop across r 
gives the positive bias necessary to keep the grid-cathode p.d. negative 
for all permissible values of alternating input voltage. The capadtor 
C1 which is large in value, e.g. 50 ¿¡F, gives a relatively low-Impedance

to alternating voltages. This ensures that resistor r only produces an 
effective p.d. to the steady d.c. in the cathode circuit. The capacitor 
C2 isolates the a.c. from the d.c. in the anode circuit but offers low 
impedance to the amplified alternating signal which passes on to the 
output circuit.

Conduction through the valve occurs by virtue of a strearmof 
electrons emitted from the cathode. When an alternating potential, 
the input sign!, is supplied to the valve between grid and cathode the 
grid-cathode potential varies strictly in sympathy with the input 
signal. This causes the number of electrons allowed to pass tothe 
anode to vary in sympathy. The varying current that emerges into 
the anode circuit generates an alternating voltage across the output. 
This voltage is much larger than the input because it is developed 
across a large anode load resistor (e.g. 10 k ohms). Hence, the valve 
acts as a voltage amplifier.

A simple equivalent circuit in the form of a constant voltage genera
tor in series With ra, the a.c. resistance of the valve and Rl, the external

(?)
load resistance is shown in sketch (b). The valve is a generator, of 
e.m.f. pd—n, where ,u is the amplification factor under the working 
conditions specified. The equivalent circuit, therefore, represents the 
impedances in the closed loop of the anodeload-cathode-anode path, 
with a generated voltage — p.Vn to replace the action of the valve in 
amplifying the input voltage Via. The negative sign denotes the phase 
reversal introduced by the valve between the grid circuit and the anode 
circuit.

— u VtThen, by Ohm’s law, anode current id =---- ———e ■ra + Rl

... . t. pVinRLThe output voltage = in Rl =----- 4———
ra + kl

Amplification Vo ~fRl
53t: 'a+Rt

But, a = ragm where, gm is the mutual conductance of the valve.

Therefore, amplification =---- r.—-^s
ra + Rl

which is expressed in terms of common valve parameters. This 
expressson will only apply for small signal conditions when the valve 
operates as a linear amplifier.

Q. 8. Give the circuit of an a.c. bridge suitable for measuring loss-free 
capacitors.

Hgw would this be modified to measure capacitors having electrical 
Iass?

Derive the conditions for balance of each arrangement.
Explain why an accurate measurement is more difficult to obtain in the 

second case.

A. 8. Sketch (a) shows the circuit of an a.c. bridge suitable for 
measuring high-grade capacitors with negligible loss. The basic 
principle of the a.c. bridge is similar to that of the Wheatstone bridge 
but the effect of inductance and capacitance is due to their reactance. 
In the simplest capacitance bridge, there are two resistive arms and two 
capadtive arms. C is a calibrated adjustable low-loss capacitor, X is 
the unknown high-grade capacitor. Ri and R2 are stable resistors of 
known values. The source of a.c. (O) is an osccllator of the frequency
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Equating imaginary terms and dividing throughout by-l^.gives:
2 TV

Cl C

.. c = ^ci.

An accurate null in the detector is more difficult to obtain in this 
a.c. bridge because during the adjustment for balance the variables Cl 
and RI are inter-related. Smal adjustments of capacitor C1 and 
resistor RI must be made in turn in order to approach a balance by 
small steps.

at which the capacitor is to be measured. The detector can be head
phones, or a tuned amplifier and a detector, with a pass frequency 
equal to that of oscUIator O.

Reactance of capacuor C = =-4^.
ilTjg

where C is the capacitance of capacitor C.

Simiiialy, that of capacitor X = 1
2_tfX'

where X is the capacitance of capadtor X.
Then for balance, there must be no input across the detector FB. 
Hence, the voltages across capachors C and X are equal as are those 
across resistor RI and R2. Also the current (fO tn capadtor C and 
resistor RI must be equal, because there is no current in PB, Similarly 
the current 12 in capachor X and resistor R2 is equal.

Therefore,

»1 ¡2

R7C
Rlii R2i2

Where R1 is the resistance of resister R1 and R2 is the resistance of 
resistor R2.
Thecurrentsand frequency/cancel out -eavingas the balance condition

v _ Ric
x = ~rT

This simple bridge circuit is only satisfactory if a good balance can 
be obtained, i.e. the detector can be brought to zero. For this con
dition in an a.c. bridge the voltages at F and B must be in phase as well 
as equal in amplitude, which implies that capacitors X and C have only 
pure capacitance, and no equivalent resistance.

For the measurements of capacitors with some loss the most con
venient circuit depends on the degree of magnitude of the equivalent 
loss resistance in the unknown capadtor. The bridge circuit in 
sketch (b) can be used if the capadtor is of poor quality so that it can

be considered as equivalent to a capacitance C in series with a resistance 
r that is not too large. The adjustable calibrated resistor R1 (re
sistance Ri) which will be of high value, is required to provide phase 
correction between F and B. Balance is obtained by adjustment of 
capadtor C1 and resistor RI in alternate steps untii voltages equal in 
magnitude and phase exist between F and B.
At balance,

R- z-ij r-_J,L
2nfC) = 2nfC ----- g--------------P

• PR) _ _J__ P = nr___j Q“ 2-nf Ct V 2m C
Equating real terms gives;

PR I = Qr.
r = ri|5.

Q. 9. Describe briefly the esxtntal parti of a simple rotary a.c. 
generator.

Assuming that the e.m/. induced in each conductor is sinusoidal, 
deduce an expression for the r.m.s. output voltagegiven by such a machine 
in terms of the numbers of armature conductors, the air-gap flux, the 
number- of poles in the field syssem and the speed of rotation.

How is the air-gap flux produced,
(a) in a very smaH machine,
(b) in a large alternator ?

A. 9. The essential parts of a simple a.c. generator are shown in 
sketch (a) and are:

(«)
(/) The field magnets giving alternate north and south poles that set 

up a strong magnetic flux between poles.
(ii) A rotating coil turning between the field poles so as to cut the 

lines of force. This coil on its shaft comprises the armature.
(Hl) Two insulated slip rings on the armature shaft, to which each end 

of the coil in connected.
(iv) insulated carbon brushes fixed to the frame of the machine 

acting as current collectors by sliding contacts, one with each slip 
ring.

As the coil, with the armature, rotates, it cuts the lines of magnetic 
flux. An e.m.f. must, therefore, be induced in the coil, according to 
Faraday’s Law of magnetic induction. in a practical generator there 
will be many conductors, n, in the armature coil and several pairs p, of 
field poles-akemately north and south. However, the simple theo
retical machine can be taken as in sketch (b) which shows the end view 
of one turn on the armature, with conductors in section A and B, 
rotating about a centre 0). Let a magnetic field, considered here as 
parallel and uniform over the area of the coil, be as shown. Let the 
plane of the armature turn denoted by AB make an angle 0 with the

(b)

horizontal. The motionof the conductor velocity, 0m/s,will be tangen
tial to the circle through which it rotates. This tangential motion can be 
resolved into v sin 0 at right angles to the magnetic field and 0 cos 0 
parallel to it. The component v cos 0 will not cause any induced e.m.f. 
The component it sin 0 will give rise to an e.m.f. in each conductor 
given by e = 0 sin 0 x i x B, where i is the length of the conductor 
in metres and B is the magnetic field strength in teslers.

For a coil of N turns, the e.m.f. induced instantaneously = 
2ln Bu sin 0. The tangential velocity = 277R m/s where R is the coil 
radius in metres.
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Hence, the instantaneous e.m,f., e, is 2NRBI sn 0, or if therewerep 
pairs of poles,

e = 2 NRpBl tin 0
This is only an approxxmation in practice as the magnetic flux is not 
uniform, nor is it a paralid field.

(a) The air gap flux is produced in very small machines by permanent 
magnets.

(b In large a.c. generators electro-magnetic field systems are neces
sary, energized by d.c. The d.c. is normally provided by a d.c. 
generator on a shaft extension of the main armature. It is then 
convenient to make the field poles the “‘rotor’”, rotate within the air
gap and the conductors in which the e.m.f. is induced are embedded in 
dots on the inner surface of the stationary outer cylinder, the ‘stator’".

Q. 10. Describe a method of calibrating any form of a.c. voltmeter, 
setting out your answer in the form of a report of a laboratory experi
ment. Comment on the limits of accuracy for the calibration and the 
effect of the waveform and frequency on the accuracy obtained.

A. 10. Experimern: To calibrate a rectifier-type a.c. voltmeter on a 
frequency of 50 Hz. over the range 0-10 volts.
Equipment required':

(a) Mains supply at 50 Hz with a transformer to give an adjustable 
voltage of 0-20 volts at a rating of not less than 20 W,

(b) A slide-wire resistor of maximum value about 24 ohms. The 
aider must provide a smooth voltage-tap over the whole length of the 
resistor. It must be rated at about 10 W maximum and have low 
temperature co-efficient wire.

(c) A sub-standard a.c. voltmeter calibrated over the range 0-10 
volts on a sinusoidal supply.

(d) A 24(0volt on-off switch.
Method'.
The transformer T, switch S and resistor R are wired as shown in the 
sketch. One side of the reststor is connected to the sub-standard 
voltmeter V and to the voltmeter X to be caaibrated. The two volt
meters are connected in parallel, the other terminal going to the 
ssider of resistor R.

The switch is closed. The slider on resistor R is adjusted untill the 
reading on voltmeter V reads 10 volts. The voltmeter X will now also 
deflect to 10 volts so a mark is made on its scale at this 10 volt point. 
If voltmeter X is already sealed, the error in its reading is also noted. 
The slider is re-adjusted until voltmeter V reads 9 volts_. _ The error 
on voltmeter X is again noted and its scale is marked. This is repeated, 
down to a reading of 1 volt.

Resues:
A graph is drawn showing the true voltage reading vertically against 
the scale reading of voltmeter X horizontally. If the existing scale on 
voltmeter X has no errors, the result is a straight lineat 45° between the 
two axes.

Sources of error:
The effect of a non-sinusoidal voltage wave-form on the rectifier meter 
being calibrated can give an error. The transformer voltage output 
should be a pure sine wave and the load resistor R gives the optimum 
condition for this. This is a comparison method so the stability of the 
load resistor R geneeating the test voltage is not primary importance. 
For the same reason, the voltmeter currents will not cause any error. 
The precise frequency of the supply is unimportant provided both the 
a.c. voltmeters have low input reactance.

Accuracy:
The accuracy of calibration of the sub-standard voltmeter V sets the 
basic limit to accuracy in the experiment. A 2 per cent accuracy at 
mid-scale would be a good practic! figure. A,high-grade instrument 
could indicate to 1 per cent at full-scale deflexion. The readings on 
voltmeters X and V could be taken to one tenth of a volt if the parallex 
errors were eliminated, for example if both voltmeters V and X were 
fitted with mirrors behind their pointers to ensure that readings were 
taken at right angles to the scales every time.

TELEPHONY AND TELEGRAPHY A, 1971
Students were expected to answer any six questions

Q. 1. Sketch a simplified circuit of a telephone instrument suitable 
for a subscriber connected to an automatic exchange.

Explain the functions of the various contacts when a all is originated.
Which of the contacts is subject to the greatess wear?Give reasons.

A. 1. The circuit of a telephone instrument, suitable for connexxon 
to an automatic exchange, is shown in the sketch. There are two groups 
of contacts in the instrument

(a) GS1 and GS2 are the gravity-switch contacts which are operated 
when the handset is removed from the rest and broken when the handset 
is restored. When operated, GS1 extends the A-and B-wires of the 
line into the instrument and provides the calling-signal loop via the 
A-wire, GS1, induction-coii winding, transmitter, dial-pulsing contacts 
to the B-wire. GS2 completes the receiver circuit and, when the handset 
is on the rest, prevents d.c. flowing from the A-wire via the bell-coils, 
receiver circuit, induction coil, transmitter, PU contacts to the B-wire.

(b) ONI, ON2 and PU contacts are asssocated with the dial. ON 1 
and ON2 operate whenever the dial is moved from its rest position and 
remain operated untti the dial returns to its rest position. ONI provides 
a low-resistance dialling loop by short-circuiting the transmitter and 
induction-ooi winding. ON2 short circuits the receiver thus preventing 

any impulse noise reaching the telephone earpiece during dialling. The 
dial-pulsing contacts PU make and break the low-resistance loop 
provided by 0N1 to produce loop-disconnect signalling to operate the 
exchange equipment. The number of operations of the contacts depends 
upon the digit dialled. _

G81 and GS2 are operated at the beginning of a call and remain 
operated for the duration of the call; ONI and ON2 operate and break 
once for each operation of the dial and PU makes and breaks between 
1 and 10 times for each operation of the dial depending upon the digit 
dialled. As a result, PU is operated many more times than GS1, GS2, 
ONI and ON2 and suffers considerably more wear. In addition, the 
dial-pulsing contacts are operated in the low-resistance loop prepared 
by ONI and the amount of current in the PU contact circuit is more 
than that through the other contacts, adding further to the wear.

Q. 2. A telephone relay has two windings, each having the same 
number of turns and resistance. It can be connected across the exchange 
battery in different arrangements as follows:

(a) using only one winding, leaving the second disconnected, 
lb) using both windings connected in series aiding, or 
(c) using both windings connected in series opposition.
Explain why the relay would perform differently under each of the 

three conditions.
What would be the effect of applying a shoot-circuit across the second 

winding in arrangement (a) ?

A. 2. Let the two coils of the relay each have N turns, resistance R 
and inductance L. Let the exchange battery voltage be B. When 
connected as shown in sketch (a), with only one coil in circuit, the relay 

Eoperates with a current equal to - amps flowing through N turns and 
R E X N

With tractive force on the armature proportional to —¡5— ampere-turns. K
With both coils connected in series-aiding as in sketch (b), the relay 

£
operates but with a current equal to £6 flowing through 2N turns, and 

2 x E x Nampere-turnsequa! to------ ---------- to prov.de the tractive force on the 
¿lx.

armature. Therefore, the magneto-motive force and the force on the
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armature are the same as in (a). The introduction of a second coil into 
the circuit and the mutual inductance between the coils increases the 
time-constant of the circuit. The rise in current through the coils, there
fore, takes longer to reach the operate value than in (a), and circuit (b) 
will be slower to operate than circuit (a).

When the coils are connected in series opposition as in sketch (c), 
^7*

the current through the coils is again5i? but the resultant magneto
motive forces from each coil cancel thus preventing a tractive force 
being created to operate the relay. The application of a short-circuit 
across one coil, as in sketch. (ti), produces both operate and release 
delay. Eddy currents are set up in the winding during both the rise and 
decay of the flux due to the change in the current in the main winding. 
The eddy currents produced by the rise in the main flux oppose that 
rise; timilarly the eddy currents produced by the fall in the main flux 
oppose that fall. Thus, the operation and release of the relay are 
delayed. The short-circuited winding is, in efect, working in a similar 
manner to a slug.

Q. 3, Describe the 5-unit telegraph code.
Why are start and stop signals added for teleprinter working P
Why is a letter/figure shift necessaay on a teleprinter?

Q. 4. (a) Define
(i) the erlang,
(ii) busy-hour calling-rate, and
(Hi) grade of service.
(b)_ In the territory covered by a group of exchanges there are more 

circuits between exchanges and subscribers than there are between the 
exchanges. Explain why this shouki be so.

Explain why an average junction circuit costs more than an average 
subscriber's circuit.

A. 4. (a) (i) Erlang
The average number of calls simultaneously in progress during a 

period is known as the traffic flow, or intensiiy, and is measured directly 
in erlangs (sometimes known as traffic units or T.U.). Thus, if one 
caH occupies a circuit for one hour, the traffic flow is one erlang; 
alternattveey, if 10 calls during one hour each occupy the circuit for 
an average of 6 minutes, the traffic flow carried is again one erlang. 
For groups of circuits, the definition is applied to the average occupancy, 
or holding time, for the total number of calls on all circuits within 
the hour per_io<d. The traffic is given by the expression A = C x T 
where A is the traffic in erlangs, C is the total number of calls in the 
hour and T is the average holding time of the calls in hours.

(it) Busy-hour calling-rate
This is defined as the average number of calls originated per line 

during the busy houi-r i.e. during the hour when most calls are originated. 
Typical busy-hour calling rates are l ■ 5 and 0- 5 for business and residen
tial exchanges, rrspíettvely.

(Hi) Grade of service
For wonomic reasons, the traffic carried by a group of circuits during 

the busy hour is deliberately allowed to be less than the traffic offered. 
The difference between the traffic offered to the group and the traffic 
carried by the group is the traffic lost at the first attempt from the last 
outlet of the group. The grade of service (B) is defined as the ratio 
of the traffic lost to the traffic offered, i.e. the proportion of calls allowed 
to fail at the first attempt during the busy hour due to limitations of 
plant. For a typical grade of service, where B = 0-002, two calls are 
lost in 1,000 calls offered.
(b) Individual srb¡s2ribrrsreqrireapermanentcircuit to the exchange in 
order to be able to make and receive calls both to and from other sub
scribers on the same exchange and subscribers on other exchanges. 
There are, therefore, as many circuits between the exchange and the 
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subscribers as there are subscribers. (Shared-service subscribers share 
the same line plant but require separate circuits in the exchange.) 
Circuits between exchanges are provided in relation to the average 
number of calls made by subscribers between the exchanges and have 
no direct relationship to the number of subscribers connected to the 
exchanges. Since the inter-cxchangc circuits, junctions, are only used 
occasionally by individual subscribers, one circuit may be shared by 
many subscribers and, therefore, the number of circuits is considerably 
lower than the number of circuits between subscribers and the exchange.

Junction-ch-cuit costs
The main factor causing ajunction circuit to be more costly than the 

average subscriber’s circuit is the length of the circuit. The distance 
between adjacent exchanges is at least twice the length of the longest 
subscriber’s circuit and considerably longer than the length of the 
average subscriber's circuit. Apart from the increased length, involving 
greater costs for additional cable, duct, etc., heavier-gauge conductors 
may be required to meet transmission and signalling limits, further 
adding to the junction-circuit costs. On very long junction circuits, it 
may also be necessary to introduce amplifing equipment.

Q. 5. Describe with the aid of simplified sketches either the rotary or 
the vertical stepping mechanism of a two-motion srlector. Explain how 
the momentum of the moving wiper shat or carriage is preventedfrom 
causing over-stepping.

A. 5. Vertical stepping
Sketch (a) shows the arrangement of the vertical magnet, armature, 

pawl and vertical ratchet for a two-motion selector.

When at the normal position, the armature is held firmly against the 
back stop by the restoring spring. When the magnet is energized, the 
armature is attracted and the pawl, under the influence of the pawl 
spiring, is directed by the pawl guide into the root of the ratchet notch 
and the wiper carriage is lifted. The dctent slides over the first tooth 
of the ratchet and, just as it engages the next notch, the pawl 1 wedged 
between the front stop and the vertical ratchet, so arresting the vertical 
movement of the carriage. The armature has not yet made contact 
with the pole faces of the magnet and, consequent, the armature exten
sion is slightly bowed as the armature stroke is completed.

When the current ceases to flow in the magnet coil, the armature 
straightens and then restores to the normal portion under the combined
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fortes of gravvty and the tension of the armature-restoring spring. The 
vertical detent, in engagement with a notch in the vertical ratchet, holds 
the wiper carriage in the raised portion. The wedging of the pawl 
between the front stop and the ratchet decides the amount of stepping 
at each armature stroke and is controlled by the adjustment of the 
front stop.

Rotary stepping
Scotch (b) shows the arrangement of the rotary magnet, armature 

pawl and rotary ratchet: for a two-motion sector. When at the normal 
position, the armature is hed firmly on the back stop by the restoring 
spring. When the magnet is energized, the armature is attracted and 
the pawl, under the influence of the pawl spring, is directed by the pawl 
guide into the root of the ratchet notch and the wiper carriage is rotated. 
The detent slides over the first tooth of the ratchet at the same time as 
the pawl strikes the front stop, the adjustment of the front stop ensuring 
that overstepping does not take place. During the first rotary step, the 
vertical ratchet leaves the vertical detent but, at the same time, the 
rotary disk fitted on the wiper carriage enters the appropriate notch in 
the comb plate (sket<clh (c)) and supports the carriage during rotary 
stepping. When the current is removed from the rotary-magnet coil, 
the rotary detent, engaged in a notch in the rotary ratchet:, holds the 
carriage against the tension of the rotary restoring spiring. The arma
ture returns to the normal postion under the tenson of the armature
restoring spring.

Q. 6. Describe the sequence of operations on an originated cati for 
each of thefollowing methods of connecting callers to first selectors:

(a) fuii unisdector hunter system,
(b) full linefinder system, and
(c) composite linefinder plus unisetecCor systeim.
Explain why it is necessary to use system (a) for an exchange with a 

high calling rate.

A. 6. (a) Full uniselector-hunter system
In this system, each subscriber has a uniselector with the wipers con

nected to his line. The bank of the uniselector is wired to first selectors, 
the first telectors being multipled to a number of subscribers' uni- 
seeectors, as shown in sketch (a). When the subscriber removes the 
telephone handset to originate a call, the calling loop causes the 
uniselector wiper assembly to hunt; over the bank contacts, testing each 
outlet in turn untii a free first selecttar is found. The selector returns 
di! tone when the subscciber is connected through and dialling can 
then commence.

(a
(b Full linefinder system

In the full linefinder system, the subscribers are connected to the bank 
contacts of two-motion switches the wipers of which are connected 
directly to first selectors (sketch (b)). When the subscriber originates a 
call by removing the telephone handse the loop extended to the 
exchange causes a condition to be placed on the subscriber’s linefinder 
bank contacts to identify the calling line and a start signal to be given 
via the common start wire and allotter to indicate that a call is to be set 
up. The wipers of the linefinder that has been allocated are then caused 
to step up the level and into the contact to which the calling subscriber

is connected. The subscriber is then extended to the first sdecior 
associated with that particular linefinder. The first selector then returns 
dial tone to the subscriber indicating that dialling can commence.

unsrmims first seifctors

(b
(e) Composite lnefinder plus uniselector system

The composite system (sketch (c)) is similar to the full linefinder 
system in that the subscribers are connected to tire banks of the line
finder (uniselectors in the example shown) but, instead of the wipers 
being directly connected to the firitselectors,the wipers are connected 
to the wipers of uniselecttoir hunters, the banks of which are multipled 
to first selectors.

When a call is originated by a subscriber, a free linefinder plus um- 
setector hunter combination is allocated to the caller and the wiper 
assembly of the linefinder is caused to step until the bank contact of 
the calling subscriber is reached. At the same time, the associated 
uniselector hunter is caused to step round the bank contacts until it 
finds a free first seleCor. When the connexion between the subscriber 
and the first sHector has been completed, dial tone is returned and 
dialling can commence.

(c)
The ability of a subscriber to make a call is always dependent upon 

the existence of one or more disengaged first selectors (which are provided 
in sufficient quantity to ensure that only a few calls fail due to all 
selectors being engaged. With a full linefinder system, using two - 
motion selectors with 200 bank contacts, the number of linefinders 
provided to serve the group of 200 subscribers connected to the banks 
is equal to the number of first selectors. Hence, if the calling rate is 
high, the number of simultaneous calls is also high and the number of 
linefinders necessary to give an adequate grade of service is high and 
may approach the number of subscribers. The high cost of a large 
number of linefinders (plus allotters) to serve 200 high-calling-rate 
subscribers may, therefore, exceed the cost of providing 200 subscriber’s 
uniselectors. The latter are cheap (only 25 bank contacts) and have 
the added advantage of simplicity and speed.

Q. 7. A group of 800 subscribers originates 20 erlangs in the busy
hour. Their uniselectors aregraded to 30 first setectors.

(a) If the average call duration is 3 minutes, what is the average busy
hour calling rate P

(b) Why is the number of first selectors considerably in excess of the 
number of erlangs to be carried?
(c) If half the subscribers were to double their cailingrate, what effect 

would this have an outgoing service ?
What steps could be taken to restore outgoing service to normaa?

A. 7. (a) The traffic A in erlangs carried by a group of circuits is 
given by A = C x T where C is the total number of calls in the hour 
and T is the average holding time of the calls expressed in hours. .

If the traffic in the busy hour is 20 erlangs and the average call duration 
3

or holding time is 3 minutes, then 20 = C x -,=■, therefore C = 20 x
60 60
6- = 400, Le. there are 400 calls. Since there are 800 subscribers, then 
3 800the average busy-hour calling-rate = 2%. =0-5.
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(b) For the number of first selectors to be equa to the number of 

busy-hour erlangs means that each selerc<or is occupied for the full hour. 
This could only be so if the subscribers’ calls are offered to the selectors 
one after the other, i.e. in a perfectly smooth manner. Traffic generated 
by subscribers is very far from being smooth; the calls originate in a 
random manner and with varying durations. The result is that selectors, 
in theory, each capable of carrying one erlang, are, in practice, restricted 
to carrying considerably less than one erlang. Additional selectors are, 
therefore, required to ensure an adequate grade of service is provided.

(c) If half of the subscribers increased their calling rate from 0-5 to 
1-0 the resultant average busy-hour calling-rate would be

400 x 0-5 400x 1-0 0-5 10
800 + 800 - 2-+ = -75-

Assuming the average call duration remains at 3 minutes the traffic 
generated by the 800 subscribers in the busy hour now becomes

. „. . ... 3A = 800 x 0 75 (calls) x 63(duuation) = 30erlangs.

This represents a 50 per cent increase in the traffic offered to the 
selrctors and results in a greater loss of calls, i.e. a lower grade of service. 
In order to restore the outgoing service to the original standard, it would 
be necessary to provide additional first selectors and, at the same time, 
rearrange the grading to the selectors. The regrading is necessary to 
adjust for the increased number of first selectors and also to cater for 
the increased traffic from some groups of subscribers.

Q. 8. State the fiunctions of a main distribution flame (m.d.f).
Estimate the floor space required for the m.d.f. of a 10>000--ine 

exchange.
How are the terminations numbered?
What arrangements are made to secure an orderly array of jumpers 7

Q. 9. Why is the battery a necessary part of the power plant at an 
exchange?

What factors determine
(a) the required capacity of the battery, and
(b) the required rating of the a.c.-d.c. conversion equipment ?

What advantage is gained by dividing the battery capacity between 
two groups of cells ?

Why is one pole of the battery earthed?

A. 9. Power supplies for telephone exchanges are derived from the 
public a.c. mains using a.c.-d.c. conversion equipment. It is necessary 
to include batteries in the power plant for two reasons.

(0 In the evenn of a failure of the public a.c. mains supply, a d.c. 
supply must be available during the changeover to the stand-by- 
mains supply. If no stand-by supply is provided, the batteries 
are required to supply the power until the public mains supply 
is restored or until an alternative a.c. mains supply is provided.

(it) An efficient smoothing circuit is required for the d.c. power 
supplies produced by rectification of the a.c. mains. The batteries, 
together with the power-plant filter, provide such a smoothing 
circuit.

(a) The capacitty of the battery provided depends upon the factors 
described in (t) above. The battery must be capable of providing power 
(at the level required during the busy hour) for the length of time it is 
expected that it will be necessary to maintain the exchange on batteries 
alone. This may be a short period when alternative mains supplies 
are provided (eitheir as a second public mains supply or from diesel- 
driven alternators) or a considerable time when the duration of the 
breakdown of the public supplies is long and an alternative source is not 
immediately available.

(b) The equipment used for a.c.-d.c. conversion must be capable of 
providing the full load of the exchange in the busy hour and, in addition, 
must cater for any losses in the conversion equipment. Losses in the 
equipment relate to the conversion efficiency which is typically 65 per 
cent for motor generators and up to 95 per cent for modem rectifier 
systems. The rating of the conversion equipment is, therefore, always 
in excess of the exchange busy-hour load requirements.

Battery cells require maintenance and replacement. By dividing the 
battery into two groups of cells connected in parallel, one group of 
cells may be maintained and, if necessaay, replaced, whilst ensuring that 
a battery is available for smoothing and stand-by. The group of cells 
can be removed from service by using circuit-breakers.

One pole of the battery is connected to earth to permit the use of 
etath-retum line-signalling systems where these are appropriate.

Q. 10. (a) Define
(i) full avaibability, and
(ii) lmitrdavaiiahiiiiy.
(b) Design a gradingfor 21 trunks from a levee of loo-outlet group 

srtrciors.
Why do the trunks that are individual to each group in a grading 

carry more traffic than those which are shared between all the groups?

A. 10. (a) (Z) Full avallabiiity is said to exist when a selector has access 
to ah the trunks in the particular group to the next switching stage. A 
selector with 10 outlets has full availability when the number of trunks 
to the next switching stage is 1 Oor less.

(ii) Limited availabiiity is the condition where a selector has access 
to a limited number only of the trunks on a given route, e.g. a selector 
level with 10 outlets connected to only 10 out of a group of 17 trunks.

(b) Design of grading
Using the formula n =€ 25 where n is the number of trunks, g is the 

number of grading groups and a is the availabiiity, for the example,
2 gX10 2x21 . _ , , ..
21 = -—2— “r^ = —1— = 4'2 = number of grading groups.

Taking 4 as the nearest even number of grading groups to give a 
balanced grading the factors of 4, i.e. 4, 2 and 1 indicate that there will 
be individuals, pairs and full commons in the grading.

Let a be the number of individuals, 
b be the number of pairs, and 
c be the number of full commons.

Then, the sum of the number of individuals, pairs and full commons is
equal to the availabblity. 

Therefore
a + b +- c = 0. ........ (1)

Also, the total number of trunks is given by 

4t + 2b + c = 21. ........ (2)
The grading can now be completed by finding vaiurs for a, b and c 

which satisfy equations (1) and (2) simultaneously. 
Subtracting (1) and (2),

3a + b = 11, therefore a = 1 . • ........ (3)

Subsstiuting values for b in (3) will produce values for a which must be 
equal to zero or a positive whole number.

Note: c found by using equation (1).

Grading 1 2 3

a 3 2 1
b 2 5 8
c 5 3 1

Sum of successive 
differences

4 5 14

The smoothest grading is that which produces the smallest sum of 
successive differences, i.e. grading 1 in the above table. This produces 
a grading as shown in the sketch.

The trunks which are individual to each group are also early choices 
in each group and are, therefore, offered more traffic than the later 
choices, i.e. outlets 6-10 which share trunks between all groups. The 
combined traffic on the shared late-choice trunks is less than that on 
the individual trunks.
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MATHEMATICS B, 1971

Students were expected to answer any six questions.

Q. 1. A bad projected vertically upwards at 36fts reaches a height 
s ft in t seconds, given by s = 32t — 16(2. Express s in the form 
a — b(t — c)2 and hence, or otherwise, find the greatest height reached 
by the ball.

At what times will the bad be 8 ft above the point of projection ?

A. 1, s z 32t - 16t2.
The form of the expression required for s indicates completion of the 

square as follows:

s = -6(2 Ig)'

=—16^2—g^,

-—we-M)!—er}-
-—■‘W—23"

^^H)1’
, 8 gV■ .s-2 • -^V”8 •

81The value of s is determined by the constant term g- and variable 
term 16 (t — 2) and will, therefore, be greatest when the variable term\ 8/ , 9'2
is least Since ( t — § J is a square its least value must be zero,9 X 8/ 81
i.e. when t = g and, hence, the greatest value of s will be % or 20;} ft.

When, s = 8 ft,

= 2 or , s.4

Thus, the ball is 8 ft above the point of projection after| or 25.

Note: The ball is projected upwards to reach a height: of 8 ft after 
1 . ................... ...... . 9 _ .....................as and a maximum height of 20} ft after gs. It then falls under 
gravity to a height of 8 ft again after 2 s. The time of ascent 
from 8 ft is § s and equals the time of descent tothesameheight.o

Q. 2. For a non-linear device, the current I mA passing for different 
values of the applied voltage V is given by the table

V 30 75 120

I 10-2 13-8 18-6

Assuming aformula I = a + bV + cV2, calculate the constants a, b, c. 
[In solvingthe simultaneous equations involved, a useful substitution is 
c = k X 10-3.]

A. 2. I = a + bV+cV2.
Substituting the data given in the table, the following equations are 

obtained:
10-2 = a + 30h -I• 900c. ......... (1)
13-8 =a +75b + 5,625c. ..........(2)
18-6 = a + 120b + 14,400c ........ (3)

Making the substitution of k = (,000c suggested in the question, 
the equations become:

10-2 = a + 30b + 0-9k. .......... (4)
13-- = a + 5b + S-22ik, ........  (5)
18-2 6=a+-120b + 144k. ........ (2)

Subtracting equation (4) from equation (5), gives:
3-2 = 45b + 4-725k. ......... (7)

Subtracting equation (5) from equation (2), gives:

4-8 = 45b + 8‘775k. ......... (8)
Subtracting equation (7) from equation (8), gives:

1-2 = 4-05k.
1-2

” k“^“0-2923.

Substituting for k = 029923 in equation (7) gives:

3-2 = 45h + 4′725 X 022923, 
or, 45b = 32 - 1'400, 

= 2-2.
2-2... 1,75 = 0.04889.45

Substituting for b = 0*(4889, and k = 0'2923 in equation (4) gives: 
2-210-2 - a + 30 x 2457 + 0-9 x 0-2923, 45

= o+1•6í + 0-166.
A a = 10-2 -b733, 

= 8-42.
But, c = k x 10-3, 

= 0-0002923.
Hence, a = 8,467, b = 0044889 and c = 0-01002923.

Q. 3. The signal power P mW at a distance x km from the sending 
end of a transmission line is given by the table

20 40 60 80 100

p 10-05 6-74 4-52 3-03 2-03

Assuming a formula P = ae~kx, plot suitable variables to test this 
assumption, and/rom thegraph obtain the constants a and k.

Whatphysicaa significance has the constant a?

A. 3. P = ee~X.
Taking logarithms to base e,

log.P = loge a - kx.
Since a and k are constants, the logarithmic form of the formula is 

that of a linear law y = mx + c, where logc P is the variable corres
ponding to y,, loge. a is a constant corresponding to c and —k the 
constant corresponding to m.

The values of log.P are given in the table.

x 20 40 60 80 100

P 10-05 6-74 4~52 3-03 2-03

loeeP 2-308 1-908 1-509 1-109 0-708
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MATHEMATICS B, 1971 (continued)
The graph of log6P plotted against corresponding values of x is 

shown in the sketch, from which it is seen that the plotted points lie 
almost exactly on a straight line. Hence, the assumption that the 
formula P = ac_k* applies to the given data, is true.

When x = 0, loge P = loge a and hence, by extrapolating the graph 
sightly to cut the axis of loge P the value of loge a may be read from 
the sketch as 2-7.

logea = 2-7,

or, a = 14-88 from a table of natural logarithms.
The gradient of the graph measured from two widely sejriirritc points 

A and B, will give the value of —k.
Reading from the graph,

-I- k=%AT.
100 — 0

_ 1-992
100 ’

or, k = 0-0199.
Thus, a = 14-88, and k = 0-0199,

Whenx = OJP = ae-kx = aand hence, a = 14-88 mW is thesignal 
power applied at the sending end of the line.

Q. 4. (a) Derive an expression, in the form of phasor a + jb, for the 
admittance in Semens equivalent to an inductive impedance 50 /20a ohms.

(b) The current in a circuit component is (3-6 + jl-2)mA when the 
applied voltage is (3 —j2 volts.

Calculate as a phasor the impedance of the component.
What is the phase relationship between voltage and current?

A. 4. (a) If 1-4,0 denotes the polar form of the impedance Z, then, 

Z = r fd
= r(coj,0 + j sin 0).

Admittance = 12,

J .
~ r/e'
______j_____ ,
= r(cos0 + j sin 99

1 x_____cost) — j sin0_______
r (cooS0-jjin 0)(cos0 — j sin 0) ’

_ 1 case — s sin 0
r X c0s2 0 + sin2 0’

an^-
= $(cos 20° — j sin 20°),

= 0-02(0-9397 -j x 0-3420),
= 0-0188 — 00-00684 S.

Thus, the phasor for the admittance is 0-0188 — j0-00684 S.

Note: Analternalive, but longer-, method would be to evaluate Zin the 
form a+J b first and then to find its reciprocal by normal conversion 
methods.

T . voUge(b) Impedance =------( p current’

_ 3 -j2
“ 00-3(3-5+-1'2)'

. im d 1030 - 22)(3-6 - jl-2)
.1 Impedance - (3-6 - ^o-g- j1i22

_ 103(10-8 -7 2 -j33-6 - 2-4) 
12-99+1-44 ’

_103(8-4 -jl0-8) —------- T“i 3-------  Ollms.14-4
Thus, impedance = 1030-58§ — j0-75)ohms.

The phase relationship between voltage and current is shown in the 
Argand diagram of the sketch and is such that the current leads the 
voltage by an angle (01 + 62), where, 01 and 02 are, respectvey, the 
angles of voltage and current.

2 
tan 01= g whence, 01 = 33° 41', and

_ 1-2 t .
tan 92 = 1-2 = % whence, 92 = 18° 26 .

Thus, 0] + 02 = 52° 7' and, hence, the current leads the voltage by 
52° 7'.

Note: This angle could, alternatively, be calculated directly from the 
. . . . . 0-75 .. .................. ...................impedance phasor as tan-1-----_, the negative sign indicating that the

j .v 0-583current leads the voltage.

Q. 5. An invessor is offered two alternatives,
(a) to invest £200 annually at 6 per cent simple interest,
(b) to invest £200 annuaHy at 4§ per cent compound interest.
Find which investment is the more profitable if he withdraws all his 

money at the end of ten years, having paid in ten instalments, one at the 
beginning of each year.

[logjo (10445) = 0-019116 to five significant figures.}

A. 5. The total capital invested over the 10-year period will be 
£200 x 10, i.e. £2,000 for each method and, since this is all withdrawn, 
it may be ignored in assessjng which method is more profitable. The 
assessment, therefore, rests solely on the amount of interest.

(a) At the end of the first year, the interest due at 6 per cent simple 
interest = Tgo x 200 = £12.

1UU
As the first year’s investment of £200 attracts the same interest for a 

total of 10 years, the total interest from this will be 12 x 10 = £120.
The second year’s investment, however-, will attract interest for 
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MATHEMATICS B, 19-71 (continued)

nine years only, the third year’s investment for eight years and so on. 
Hence, the total amount of simple interest

= £5(120 + 100 8 + --+ 122.
This is an arithmetic progression of 10 terms and common difference 
-12.

Sum of arithmetic progrestion = 4 x (number of terms) > 
(sum of first and last terms),

= ~ X10 x (120 + 12),
= 660.

Total amount of simple interest = £660,

(b) Conssderrng the first £200 invested, this will attract interest of 
„4-5 ........................... „
£%% x 200 by the end of the year. Hence,
amount by the end of the first year = 200 + (0-045 > 200),

= £200 x 1 045.
At the end of the second year the interest on this amount will be 
45

£^453 x 200 x 1-045 and thus,
amountbythe endofthesecondyear = 200 x 1-045 + 0045 x 200

x 1-045,
= 200 x 1-045(1 +0-045),
= £200 x 1 (4152.

In like mannee, it may eatiiy be deduced that, amount by the end of 
the tenth year, interest = £200 x 1■X444“O.

The second £200 invested will bear compound interest for nine years 
only and hence, the amount accrued at the end of the 10-yea- period 
will be, £200 x 1-0459

Simiiarly, the next investment of £200 will be worth £200 x 1-04-53 
at the end of the 10-year period and so co. Hence, total amount
accruing from the compound interest investment will be

£(200 X 1-04151° + 200 X 1-045- + ... + 200 x 10W5)
=£X<0)(■l-044 + 1-0452 + ... + J-45510).

The series within the brackets is a geometric progression with a ratio 
of 1-045. Hence, it sum to 10 terms will be

s _l-445(l-445!0 - 1)
w 1-045 - 1 ’

1 -045= mS4x441X - »•
Logjo (•-4^510 = (01og(o (•044,

= 10 > 0-019116,
= 0-19116.

.•. 1-041510 = antiloglo 0-19116 = l-553.
,„ l•4Xx5•553
" 510 0-045 ”

= 12-84.
Hence, total amount = £200 x 12-84,

= £2,568.
Total investment = £10 x 200,

= £2,000.

Amount of interest = £568.

Since this is less than the interest obtained under part (a), invest
ment at 6 per cent simple interest is the more profitable arrangement.

Q. 6. (a) State the compound angle formulae for cos (A + B) and 
sin (A + B).

Hence, show that,
(i) 2 cos A sin B = sin (A + B) — sin (A — B), and derive a similar 

fbrmuiafor 2 sin A sin B,
(B) cot 75° = 2 — \/(3) without using trigodometrrcal tables.
(b Ifg^ = calculate a, if W= 1,000, P—367, fi=29°,

rr cos a *
where 0 < a < 180°.

A. 6. (a) cos (A + B) = cosA cos B — sinA sin B.

sin(A +B = sin AcosB + cosAsinB.
(i) The compound angle formulae are true for all values of A and B. 

Hence, substituting (—B) for B gives:

sin (A — B) = sin A cos (—B) + cos A sin (—B) 
But, cosB = cos( -B), 
and sin B = — sin (—B).

.'. sin (A — B = srn A cos B — oos A sin B.......... (1)

Also, sin (A + B) = sin A cos B + cosA sin B.........(2)

Subtracting equation (1) from equation (2) gives:

sin (A + B) - sin (A - B) = 2 cos A sin B. Q.E.D.

Now, cos (A + B = cos Acos B — sin Asin B... (3) 

Substituting (-B) for B as before gives:

cos (A — B) = cos A cos (-B — sinA sin (—B), 
= cos A cos B + sinA sin B............. (4) 

Subtracting equalriion (3) from equation (4) gives:
cos(A — B) — cos(A + B) = 2sinAsinB.

Thus, 2 5inAsinB = cos(A — B) —- cos(A + B).

(B cot 75° cos 75°
sin 75’’

_ cos (45° + 30°)
_ sin (45° + 3Q0) ’
_ cos45° cos 30° - tin 45° sin 30° 

sin45°cos 30° + cos45° sin 30°’
_‘ £W____(_x(

= V)2) x 2 V(2) x 2
J-xW^+^Lx1’
V0)x 2 + V(2) x 2

= (+31 i 1 smce 2((2) .s a common
V6) + 1 denominator for each 

term,
_ (+(3) - 1)2
(V(3) + DiVO) - 1)’

= 3 - 210) + 1
3 - 1 ’

= 4 -2M(3)
2 ,

= 2 - V3). Q.E.D.

_P_sin(o+fl) 
P— — cos c

sin acosfl + c'oiainfl = ‘ ,
cosc

= tano cosfl + sin fl.
p

tan «cos 5 = W —— sin 13,

. P . „o, tana.—_ _ tan B Wcos 1
When, W = 1,X0X, P = 367 and fi = 29°, 

367 _____tan a = —————-- .. O0.6 — 0-5543,1,000 x 0-8746

= Wr7-~ 0'5543,
o/4’6

= 0-4197 - 0-5543, 
= - 0-1346.

Now, tan /(OX° — 0) = -— tan 0.
.'. a = 180° —- 7° 40', 

= 172° 20’.
Thus, a = 172° 20’, where 0 < a < 180°.
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MATHEMATICS B, 1971 (continued)
Q. 7. Rods AP, PQ are 1-2 m and 3-2 m lonfg res/>ectively, and are 
jointed at P, in such a way that P moves on a circle centre A white Q 
moves along a fixed tine AB in the plane of the circle. If angle PA Q is 8 
and AQ = x metres, derive an expressionfor x in terms of 0.

Calculate the acute angle 6 for which Q is midway between its extreme 
positions along the line AB.

A. 7. The crank and connecting-rod mechanism is shown in the 
sketch, with P positioned so that L.PAQ = 0 is acute.

When P moves to Pp, on BA produced, Q moves to Qi such that 
PiQi = PQ Similarly, when P moves to its other extreme position 
P2 Q moves to Q2.

For convenience let AP, radius of circle with centre A, be equal to r 
and let PQ equal P Drop the perpendicular PN from P on to AB.

Now, AQ = x = AN + NQ,
= recs 0 + NQ.

From the right-angled triangle NPQ,
NQ2 = PQ2 _ PN2

= l' — r' sin' 0, 

or, NQ = v(l2 - r' sin' 0).
x = rcosO + 1412 — r' sin' 0),

= l-2cosO + V(3-2' -l-22Sm2 0).

Thus, x = 1 -2cos0 + 1^(10-24 - l-44sin'9).

Suppose that C is the position of Q midway between its extremes Q, 
and Q2, and that R is the corresponding postion of P.

Now PiQ2 = 1 + 2r, 
and PiQn = l.

A Q Qn = PiQn — P1Q1,
= 2r.

Since C is the mid-point of Q1Q2,
QiC = CQz = 7.

Also, AC = AQi + QC,

= I — r + r, 

= l.
:. Triangle RAC is isosceles and,

ARAC = LARC = 6',
where 6' denotes 0 when P moves to R.

If CT is the perpendicular bisector of RA in the isosciles triangle 
RAC,

AT cos 6 = 
AC
r
2

“F
0-6

= 323
= 0-1875.

.•. 0’ = 79° 12'.

Hence, the value of 0 for which Q is midway between its extreme 
positions is 79° 12'.
Note: There are several ways of obtaining this value of 0. One 
likely to have been used is to obtain the value of x (i.e. AC) as 3-2 m 

and then to substitute this in the formula for x already obtained. 
Although, at first sight this might appear cumbersome, it works out 
fairly easily and would be quite acceptable.

Q. 8. Derive from first principles thegradient of the curve 
y = 2x3 _ x + 7, 

at the point where x = §.
Find the points on the curve at which the tangent to the curve is 

parallel to the x-axis.

A. 8. y = 2x3 — §x + 7.
For any point (x, y) on the curve, suppose x increases by a small 

amount 6x and that the corresponding change in y is (Sy.
Then, y + 6y = 2(x + 6x)3 - §(x + 6x) + 7,

= 2(x3 + 3x26x + 3x6x2 + 6x3)
— 3x — dx + 7.

A dy = 2x3 + 6x26x + 6^ + 26x3 _ x
- i 6x + 7 - 2x3 + §x - 7, 
sincey = 2x3 — Jx + 7, 

= 6x26x + 6x6x2 + 26x3 — §dx.

.'. Î- = 6x2 + 6x6x + 26x2 _ in, 
ox

d yThe gradient of the curve = g^>

= Lim 8r-i12X 

, 2 2= 6x2 — é
2

When, x = g’ 

¿y _ fir2y 2 d__6<3^)_3’ 

= 2.
. 2. _.. Gradient of the curve where x = gs 2_

Since the gradient of the curve at any point is the gradient of the 
tangent at that point, the tangent will be parallel to the x-axis where

, -, 2 or, 6x2 =
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When’

Wen,x = 5. y = 2(3)3-3l

_ A _ 2 + 7
27 5 + ’

_ 185
- 27 '

1
x = _ 3,

+ 7,

MATHEMATICS B, 1971 (continued)

Dividing by 6 cos 100m gives,

... 77
tan 100m = — 71 4

= - 0-7854.

y = 2 + 7 ‘

Since, tan (180° — 0) = — tan 6, 

tan-1(-0-7854) = 180° - 38° 9', 
= 141° 51',
= 2-4758 rad.

2 2 _
— ~ 277 “" 5 + 7’

27
Hence, the points on the curve at which the tangent to the curve is 

parallel to thex-axis are ( — 3,779A and (3,27^•

Note: Although strictly speakmg not required by the question, a 
sketch of the curve it useful to illustrate the second part of the answer 
and is shown.

Q. 9. The potent'tal difference 1 volts at time t seconds across a choke 
of inductance L henries and series resistance R ohms is given by 
v = ¿H + iR where i amperes is the current through the choke. Jf
i = 3 sin 1000m, L = 5 X H0-( andR = 2, find the voltage across 
choke at,

(a t = 0,
w'4

Find in millsseconds one value of t when the voltage is zero.

the

. -. 100m = 2-4758,

2-4758
or’ ' ~ ioo? 5’

2412
TT

ms,

= 7-881 ms.

Thus, one value oft, in milliseconds, when the voltage is zero,is7-881.

Note: In general, it will be zero when t = 7-881 ± 10n ms, where 
n = 0, 1, 2 etc.

Q. 10. .. , c4„.................................. ........
(a) Evaluate | (3x2 — x)dx and deduce the mean value of

(3xx _ x) from x = l to x = 4.
(b) Sketch the curve y = 2x2 _ 5x + 2, and calculate the area 

enclosed between this curve and the x-axis.

r4 T3x3 x2"WA. 10. (a) f 3ix2 - x)dx = F? -yj/

A. 9. r di .v = Ld- + tR, dt

and, i = 3 sin 100m.
.'. ddi = 3 cos 100711 x (10017),

= 300177 cos 100m

= 64-8 -i.

= 5i~
The mean value of (3x2 — x) from x = 1 to x = 4 is given by.

(a)

and,

(b)

and,

Hence, v = 5x10_3x300117cos 10007 + 3 sm lOOmx2, 
= 1-5ir cos 100m + 6 sin 1000m, 

for the values given in the question.

When, t = 0,

cos 1C0m = cosO = 1,

sin 1(Om = sin 0 = 0.
v = 1-577 = 4-712 volts.

When, I = gm,

cos 10X0W = cos

rr
= COS-g,

2’ 
. .... . .77sin 1000m = sin^>

= 0-866.

(b)

J (3x2 — x) dx

4 - 1
_ 554} from the preceding,

= Eb
y = 2x2 - 5x + 2.

This is the equation of a parabolic curve and, since the index of x2 
is positive, it will have a maximum value on its axrs of symmetry.

3^ = 4“ - 5
dx

„ . .... ___ ..... dy «For maximum or minimum values, di = 0-

4x — 5 =0,

value occurs.

or,

When

x = 3 gives the value of x at which the minimum

x = 5y=x + 2,

= -18. o
.-. 0 = 1-5DXi + 6 x 0-866, 

= 2-356 + 5-196, 
= 7-552 volts.

When, v = 0, 

1-51)C)100oL+6sínl00m = 0, 
or, 6sin100rn = — 1 -577 cos 100m

.-. The point 
minimum value.

locates the axis of symmetry and the

When y = 0, 
2x2 - 5x + 2 = 0, 

or, (2 - 1)(x - 2) = 0.
Le. x = 4 or 2.
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MATHEMATICS B, 1971 (continued)
Hence, the curve crosses the x-axis at these two values of x.
When x = 0, y = 2 and hence (0,2) 1s a point on the curve.
The curve may now be drawn approximately from the information 

obtained and is shown in the sketch. To determine its shape some
what more accurately, additional values of y at say, x = —2 and 
x = 4 may be determined and the points plotted.

The parabola is shown in the sketch.
The area enclosed between the curve and the x-axis is shown shaded 

and may be obtained as

Jydx = [(2xx- 5x + 21 dx, 
J 1/2 J 1/2

_2XS - §X- + -_(3Xg“5x!Zl).

.^-w + i - (T-mi).
_ . 2 E

3 24’

__2
8

Thus, the required area is 1} square units.

Note: The negative sign arises from the fact that all the ordinates over 
the range concerned are negative.

MATHEMATICS C, 1971

Students were expected to answer any six questions

Q l. The resonant frequency we of a circuit is given by 
0,02 = if. — Z7 - Rearrange thisformula as a quadratic equation in L, 
and show that it is satisfied by asingle value ofL only ifwa = -— . When
C = 2 x 10-6 and R = 20, calculate the possible values of L to give 
resonance at We = 104.

2 1 R2
0)0 LC LA

tojLt = ^-R\

or, cojz.2 ■- ~ + LA = 0.

_ 1 ± 0-6 
400 '

= 00304 or 0001.
Thus, the possible values of L to give resonance at <uo = 104 are 

0 001 andO-004.

Q. 2. Write down and simplify the first four terms of the binomial 
expansion of (1 + 3x113 in ascending powers of x, andgive an expression 
for the term in x". For what range of x is this expansion justified? Use 
this expansion to calculate the cube root of 0-97 to five decimal places.

A. 2. (1 + 3x113=l§><x3x + if-J§x^)(x)2

From the geneeal formula for the solution of a quadratic equation,

, ici" fe12 - 4w>R2
L- 2m}

For L to be single-valued, the discriminant must be zero.

. 11-44R- 0,

2 1
or’ ”0° ~ 402112 '

• a_«_L.
•' ° 2CR Q.E.D.

When C=2x10-«, R=20dndno = K-,
2><1F6 6 ^ffiAwTt -4H(8X2(2)

L~ 2x108 ’
‘^//(T-“-»'^

~ 2 x 108 ’
_ 100 6 100 V0 _ o-64)

4 X 108 ’

i ± V(0’36)
400 ’

*a-on-2> 
1x2x3 ( }

_ 1 + x — i->% 9x2 4- t x i x I 3 _
1 1 x2 1x x 2 x 3 ...,

— i + x- x2 + g—-....

The term inx”maybewrtttenas

(- D-11xixi. ...Ail----- fl

(_ )nr-111 x 2 x 5 .. ■ {2 + 3(n ^x,, 

since there are n divisions each equal to 3 which will cancel the 3n from 
the term (3x)'>.

Thus, the term in x" may be expressed as

(— i)—-1lx 2 x 5..,{2 2 1((-21)x.

As the index of the binomial expansion is not a positive integer, the 
series is infinite.

The series converges when 1 > 3x > — 1,
i.e. when } > x > — «■.

Thus, the expansion isjustified for the range of x values from i»to — 4~.

t/((0-971 = (1 - 0-0313 = {1 + 3 (- 0-01113.
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MATHEMATICS C, 1971 (continued)
Snce x in this case is — 0-01, the expansion is justified.

x'(0-77) = 1 - 0-01 - (- 0-01)2 + %- O0)1)3
2+ (_ n3 1 XZ^XS x 8 (0O.O1)) + + .,>

= 1 - 0'01 - 0-0001 - % 0•0(0X»)

-lag > 0-00000001 - ....
It is clear that the last term and any subsequent terms will not 

affect the fifth decimal place and hence,

^/(0-97))g1 - 0-1( -0'011 -<0 00)00(0)1,
= 0'9877 - 0-(0-O016,
= 09878783.

... x/0 -77) _ 0'75770 correct to five decimal places.

Q. 3. By drawing suitable sketch-graphs verify that there is a value of 
x (measured in radians) between x = 5 and x = n which satisfies the 

_ .. . - - 317.
equation tan x = x — -2'

By graphical enlargement (or otherwise) obtain this value to three 
significant figures.

. . _ 3 itA. 3. Taix=x---fl
The solution to this equation may be obtained graphically by 

plotting the curve y = tan x between the appropriate limits and also the 
3 77 vstraight line y = x------ 77- between the same limits and obtaining the 

intersection point.
The straight line is obtained from the following values, using three 

rather than two to provide a check;

The curve is obtained from the following values for tan x:

X

b |er

317
T

77

3tt 
y = x- Y — 77

= - 3'142

_ 3r 
4 

= - 2-356

Tt

_ r
= — 1-571

X radians 77
T

7 IT
12

2~
T

3tt
4

5 77
6

Ilir
IT

17

degrees 90 105 120 135 150 165 180

y = tan x + co - 3-732 -1-732 - I - 0-577 - 0-268 0

The graphs are shown in sketch (a) from which it is seen that they 
intersect where x z 1099? or 191 radians.

of x = 1-91 The accuracy obtained from the first graph should be at

least withinthe range 108° to 111° or, in radians, from x = 1-885 to 
x = 1937. Hence, an appropriate range forplottinga second and more 
accurate graph will be from x = 1-88 to x = 1-94 and appropriate 
values are tabulated below.

X
radmns 1-88 1-90 1-92 1-94

degrees 107° 43' 108° 52' 110° 0' 111°9'

y _ tanx - 3,1307 - 2-9266 - 2,7475 - 2-5847

3tt
y= 7

= x - 4’7124 - 2'8324 - 2-8124 - 2-7924 - 2-7724

intersect very close to x=19145. It will be noted that, although 
y = tanx is a curve, the plotted points have been joined by straight 
lines because the discrepancy between a curve and a straight line is 
almost small enough to be negligible. It so happens in this instance 
that, had a curve been drawn with the aid of a few more plotted points, 
the intersecttonpoint would havegivenaslightly smaller value of x and, 
thus, lessened any possible doubt about proximity to the value x = 
1-915 in which case the answer would have been 1-92 to three signifi
cant figures instead of 1-91 The closeness of the answer obtained 
emphasizes the need for great accuracy and considerable forethought 
in plotting the second and “‘accurate” graph.

Thus, from the graph, the value gf x in the range x = g to x = fr to 
satisfy the equation tan x = x - 37 is x = ¿^correct to three sig

nificant figures.
Note: The value of this root to four significant figures is 1914 which 

is very close to the graphical value.

Q. 4. (a) Prove the identity tan x + cot x = 2 cosec 2x.
(b) Sketch the voltage-time graph of the waveform

v = 6 cos w t — 2 cos 3 wr to display one complete wave (t in seconds).
Find the first maximum of v to occur after t = 0. If at = 104 radians 

find when this maximum occurs.

A. 4 (a) tan x + otx2c cse<c;2x.

The left-hand side (L.H.S.) = tanx + cotx,

sin x . cosx 
-----  "T" 4— ' * cos x sm x

sm^ + cosAx. 
sin x cos x
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MATHEMATICS C, 1971 (continued

(b)

But, sin2x + cos2 x = 1.
A L.H.S. = — *-------  

sin x cos x

= L—=- since sin 2x = 2 sin x cos x, sin 2x
= 2 cosec 2x,
_ right-hand side of identity. Q.E.D.

v = 6 cos wt _ 2 cos 3 wt.
The voltage waveform comprises two terms, one of angular velocity 

w or frequency f = 2w77 and the other of three times this frequency. As 

the amplitude of the first term is three times that of the second, the 
frequency of the complete waveform of 1 will be that of the fundamen
tal term and, hence, one complete wave occurs in t where wt = 217 
radians.

The curve may be sketched most easily by separately drawing the 
two cosine curves v1 = 6 cos wt and v2 = 2 cos 3 wt and then combin
ing them by subtracting values of n2 from those of vt at corresponding 
times. At t = 0 both cosines equal unity and, hence, the instantaneous 
values of v1 and v2 are 6 and 2 respectively. One complete wave of ol 

. 21r , , , , „ . ,occurs in 5 seconds, but three complete waves of o2 occur in the same

time as shown in the sketch, their maxima occurring at 0°, 120°, 240° 
and 360°. The waveform of v, shown by the full-line sketch, is charac
terized by the peaks and troughs which correspond in time approxi- 
maicly with the minima and maxima respectivity of v2.

Note: The curve reproduced here has been drawn accurately but 
only a freehand sketch would be expected from students, provided the 
salient features were included, i.e. scale points along both axes and a 
reasonabte mterpretation 0fthe cosme waves and the combined wave of 
4). Some studentsirnght find h easkr to plot the curve of — v2 (thus 
producmg the mmror-image of the curve in the sketch) and to add 
values to those of in.

-T. = - 6 to sin cot + 6 w sin 3 cot. at
For maxima or mmima to occur, d” = 0.

df
.'. 5 to sin not = 6 a, sin 3 wt, 

or, sin cot — s.n 3 ait.
But, sm 3 wt = 3 sm cot — 4 sin3wt.

sin wt 2 3 sin wt _ 4 sin3cur, 
or, 4 simwt = 2 sin wt.

sin2wt = J or, sin oot = 0.
A sin wt = + 0-7071 or 0.

. . . r. , ir .317 .. wt = 0, 71, + 2 or + -T, 
-4 ~ 4

within the range of the graph.

From the graph, it is clear that the first maximum of v to occur after
t = 0iithliltwi = %’4

. . . i7ue.att =7— s.4w

Whennwt=g,
v = 6ooswo — 2cos3wf,

, __ it * 3ir= 6cos%- 2 cos¥-»
4 4

R= %2)=5 5.668.

(to be continued)
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